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About the Report

    
Yudean Group 

makes every effort to 
ensure the materiality, integrity 

and balance of the report content, 
systematically describes the company’s 

idea, system, behavior, performance and 
planning to pursue maximum security, 

economic, environmental and social overall 
value. We strive to ensure the authenticity, 
objectivity and promptness of all disclosed 

information and hope to strengthen commu-
nication and exchanges between Yudean 

Group and the interested parties by 
releasing reports and enhance 

understanding and recognition of 
the value in order to achieve 

sustainable development 
of the Company.

Guangdong Yudean Group Co., Ltd. is also referred to as “Yudean Group”, “Yudean”, “the Company” and “we” in the Report.

Time Range of the Report
The Report refers to the sixth social responsibility report issued by Yudean Group, with the time range from Jan. 1, 2015 to Dec. 

31, 2015. In order to enhance the comparability and foresight of the Report, the time period of partial contents may exceed the 

above time range.

Release Cycle of the Report
The corporate social responsibility report of Yudean Group is an annual report.

Report Boundary
Unless otherwise specified, the data, cases and most of the information in this Report are from Yudean Group and its subsidiar-

ies and controlled subsidiaries, and some of the information is related to non-controllable units, such as upstream and 

downstream enterprises or partners.

Report Reference Standard
This Report is formulated according to the “Guidelines on Formulation of Corporate Social Responsibility Report” (CASS-CSR3.0) 

and Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (G4) issued by Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). See the index at the end of the Report 

for the disclosure of relevant indexes in the Report.

Report Data Specification
The data cited in the Report come from the statistical reports and formal documents of the Company. In addition to the Report, 

the Company’s social responsibility information is also disclosed in the Company’s Annual Report and official website. In case 

of any discrepancy, the latest disclosed information shall prevail.

Contact Details of the Report
The Report is separately released in both Chinese and English and the Chinese version of the report audit and inspection shall 

prevail. The Report is released to the public in two forms, namely, printed report and electronic report. You can download the 

electronic text of the Report in our website (http://www.gdyd.com/) or obtain the Report by scanning the two-dimensional code 

or download the annual reports of the Company of previous years for reference in order to get a more comprehensive under-

standing of the performance of social responsibility by Yudean Group. If you have any question on the report content or need a 

paper version of the report, please send an email to xu_rui@gdyd.com or call 86-020-85136662. 
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"We will grasp the new opportunities and meet 
new challenges with more enthusiasm and more 
diligent attitude, make every kilowatt-hour of 
electricity safer, greener and more efficient, and 
continue to cooperate with all the stakeholders, 
gathering strength for mutually beneficial 
win-win situation and jointly building the 
sustainable development of tomorrow!"

Speech

In 2015, every action of us is to sturdily perform the enterprise mission “self-discipline and social commitment; vitalizing the nation and benefiting the people”. 
Looking to the future, we will grasp the new opportunities and meet new challenges with more abundant enthusiasm and diligent attitude, make every kilowatt-hour 
safer, more efficient and greener, and continue to cooperate with all the stakeholders to gather strength for mutual benefit and win-win situation, jointly building a 
bright future of sustainable development!

We have been committed to environmental protection, printing and distributing coal power energy conservation and emissions reduction transformation and 
upgrading plan (2015-2020), strengthened energy conservation and emissions reduction, further implemented the effective transformation of environmental 
protection equipment to ensure all the indicators meet the requirements of environmental protection; the annual emissions of sulfur dioxide fell by 20% year on 
year, and the nitrogen oxide emission fell 42% year on year and the soot emissions fell by 20% year on year, significantly better than the average of national power 
industry; we vigorously built energy-saving units, and the units of 600MW and above accounted for about 62.92% of the company's total installed capacity; we 
accelerated the development of clean energy and constantly promoted the proportion of clean energy, the installed capacity of clean energy up to 4935.6 MW.

We have adhered to people orientation, striving to maintain the legitimate rights and interests of employees, improve their career development channels and 
provide the staff a stage to realize their self-value and social value; we cooperated with our customers, suppliers, peers, scientific research institutions and other 
stakeholders to realize the complementary advantages and create shared value; we have devoted actively to public welfare undertakings, carried out the activities 
of helping the poor, the education and the students, with the poverty alleviation donation up to RMB 21.64 million throughout the year, and obtained the honor of 
“Gold Award of Innovative Design Award for Poverty Alleviation” for five consecutive years and won the title of annual “Excellent Assisting Unit” of Guangdong 
Province from 2013 to 2015.

2015 is the final year of “the 12th Five-Year Plan”. In the face of the slowing of economic growth, scant electricity demand and the intensified competition in the 
electricity market, under the correct leadership and strong support of Guangdong Provincial Party Committee and Provincial Government, and provincial 
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission(SASAC), we have made concerted efforts, done our best to struggle and carried out a series of 
exploration and innovation in the aspects of safety in production, management development, energy conservation an environmental protection, management 
improvement and made many achievements, and basically realized the goal of “the 12th Five-Year Plan” plan, taking a solid step on the journey of building a 
national large energy enterprise group integrating traditional energy with new energy, with outstanding competitiveness and among the best of the national energy 
enterprises.

This is the sixth social responsibility report issued by Yudean. We continued to refer to “Guidelines on Formulation of Corporate Social Responsibility Report 
(CSR3.0)” and “Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (GRI-G4)” issued by Global Reporting Initiative and combined with the revised and improved “Guidelines on 
Social Responsibility Report” of Yudean and “Index System” as the basis for the preparation of this year’s report. Similar to the previous five reports, this report 
discloses the Company’s management, performance and deficiencies during performance of social responsibilities to the public and related parties. Through the 
effective disclosure of Yudean’s performance in four fields namely safety, the report not only fully shows our ideas in promoting social responsibility governance 
and achieving sustainable development, but also represents our determination and actions in producing green energy with heart!

Around the overall business objectives, we adhered to market orientation and regarded benefits as the core, took the initiative to deal with severe and complex  
electric power market environment, comprehensively promoted the development quality and efficiency, maintained a strong profitability and was“excellent” in the 

We deeply implemented the Safety Production Law, continuously improved the safety management system and supervision system and carried out hidden danger 
identification and governance, so that the safety production situation remained stable and positive on the whole; we fully implemented benchmarking management, 
and released “Yudean Group Benchmarking Report” for the first time to accurately position gap and the reasons; we continued to improve the reliability of power 
generation equipment, in the face of the deep peak load regulation and long-time frequent duty-cycling control of the generating unit, the average equivalent 
availability factor(EAF) of the unit reached 91.10%, leveling off with that of last year; we actively built a complete emergency plan system, established an emergency 
command center and were able to successfully respond to the attack of super typhoon “rainbow”; we actively promoted scientific and technological innovation and 
information work and focused on cultivating technology-innovative talents and promoting informatization and the integrative development of various industries.

Safety

Economy

Environment

Society
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Li Zhuoxian, Chairman Huang Zhenhai, Director, General Manager
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operating performance evaluation of provincial enterprises of Guangdong provincial SASAC. We strived for electricity quantity index, and generated more benefit 
electricity, and realized on-grid power108.556 billion KWH in the whole year; we strived to change the pattern of development, optimize the industrial structure and 
energy distribution, and the power projects under construction throughout the year are 5132 MW in total, and the total installed capacity put into production 2098.5 
MW, and the controllable installed capacity up to 29085.6 MW; we strived to promote the optimization and development of related diversified industry and realized 
the coordinated development of “one primary and many secondary suppliers”, and the diversified business operating income was up to RMB 18.309 billion.
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Company Profile

Established on August 8, 2001, Yudean Group is the first power generation enterprise born due to the electricity system reform of “separation of plant and network”, 
taking over the power generation business of the original Guangdong Electric Power Holding Company, and it is the largest energy group of Guangdong Province.

With the registered capital of RMB 23 billion, Yudean Group has its shares held by People’s Government of Guangdong Province and China Huaneng Group by 
76% and 24% respectively. The company's business scope mainly includes: power investment, construction, management, power (thermal) production, operation 
and sales; investment, construction and operation of power related industries and products such as transportation, resources, environmental protection and new 
energy, investment, construction and management of power fuel; project investment; power industry related technical service, investment planning and manage-
ment consulting and information service.

In accordance with the Company Law, the Company conducts standard management to the investment enterprises, establish capital ties, build and continuously 
improve the management system and operating mechanism meeting the requirements of market economy. Its business objectives are: according to the national 
industrial policy and market demand, in accordance with the rules and regulations, persisting in reform, improving management and structure, giving full play to 
the advantages of the Group as a whole, improving the economic efficiency, enhancing the market competitiveness to ensure the maintenance and appreciation 
of state-owned assets.

Since its establishment, the Company has been adhering to the fine tradition of Guangdong Electric Power, actively practicing the business philosophy the 
enterprise philosophy of “sticking to the unity of dedication and harmony and insisting on the tradition and innovation” and the enterprise mission of “self-discipline 
and social commitment; vitalizing the nation and benefiting the people”, firmly implementing the development strategy of “taking energy as the core and consider-
ing the coordinated development of related industries, keeping a foothold in Guangdong and facing the whole country, expanding the international market and 
creating the first-class energy group domestically with international competitiveness”, closely around the work principle of “ensuring safety, increasing efficiency, 
seeking development, strengthening management and promoting harmony”, quick in practice and brave in innovation, conducting well transformation and upgrad-
ing, innovation driving, quality and effectiveness improvement, deepening reform, ensuring security and stability, performing social responsibility actively, creating 
green energy with heart, striving to build a resource saving and environment friendly enterprise, improving the enterprise’s comprehensive strength and ability to 
resist risk steadily, which has created good economic and social benefits, effectively ensured the safe power supply of the province and made due contributions 
to the economic and social sustainable and healthy development and the promotion of regional coordinated development of Guangdong.

After years of development, the Company achieves  the increase of the total assets, the installed capacity, annual output, annual operating 
income and per capita labor productivity by nearly twice compared with the data in 2001 when it was just established. By the end of 2015, the 
company's total assets had reached nearly RMB130 billion, the controllable installed capacity 29085.6 MW, controlled shipping capacity 2.41 
million deadweight tons, realized annual business income RMB 46.749 billion; with 158 wholly-owned, holding and participated units, and a 
holding listed company--Guangdong Electric Power Development Co., Ltd. (Guangdong Electric Power).The Company's core industries involve 
coal power, hydropower, gas power generation, wind power, nuclear power, solar power, etc., diversified industries involve coal mine, shipping, 
ports, LNG receiving station, equipment manufacturing, finance, etc., across in Guangdong, and actively extending outside the province to the 
rest of the country and overseas; it has 34 power plants, including 15 1000MW-level power plants, the installation proportion of the units of 
600MW and above accounting for 62.9%, clean energy installed capacity 4935.6 MW, the provincial installed capacity and annual output both 
accounting for about 1/3 of the total, so it is a major power source supporting Guangdong power grid and ensuring the electric power supply of 
Guangdong. The Company has formed the “One-Main-Body and Many-Members” new pattern of optimized development of power generation 
sector, and driving the rapid development of diversified sectors, with the asset quality, enterprise credit rating, etc. in the front rank in the power 
generation enterprises of the country. It ranked 245th and 27th in top 500 enterprises of China and top 500 enterprises in Guangdong in 2015. 

The Company will seriously implement the policy decisions and work requirements of Guangdong Provincial Party Committee and Provincial 
Government and provincial SASAC, firmly setting up and implementing the development philosophy of “innovation, coordination, green, open and 
sharing", persisting in seeking improvement in stability, reform and innovation, adapting to the new normal with new state, promoting new 
development with new acts, comprehensively driving the double promotion of development quality and efficiency, to create a national large 
energy enterprise group integrating traditional energy and new energy, with outstanding competitiveness and among the best of the national 
energy enterprises.
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Gao Shiqiang
Director,  Deputy General 
Manager

Corporate Culture

Corporate Strategy Senior Management

Xu Ping
Deputy General Manager

Yang Xinli
Deputy General Manager

Li Mingliang
Director, Deputy General 
Manager

Kong Huitian
Chief Economist

Yao Jiheng
Deputy General Manager 
and General Manager of 
Guangdong Electric Power 
Development Co., Ltd.

General Development Thoughts of “the 13th Five-Year Plan”

Adhere to “innovation drive, 
transformation and upgrading”, strive to 
achieve innovative development, 
coordinated development, green 
development, open development and 
shared development.

Move around three models (development model, business model 
and profit model), three chains (industrial chain, management chain 
and value chain), and three key aspects of cost management (the 
scale, structure, and style of cost occurrence), to strengthen 
innovation ability.

Try to integrate applicable new technol-
ogies, new forms and new mechanism into 
the existing advantages, and make full use 
of financial innovation and means of capital 
operation to promote the competitiveness 
of the main business.

Strengthen industry research and market analysis, take market 
demand as the breakthrough point and industrialization of outstanding 
scientific and technological achievements as the support to extend 
industrial chain and value chain and drive structural adjustment and 
upgrading.

Plan and advance management, 
science and technology, finance, 
business model and mechanism 
innovation as a whole, and promote the 
Group to speed up the transformation 
and upgrading, keep improving the 
operational efficiency, benefits and 
sustainable development ability.
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Enterprise philosophy
Stick to the unity of dedication 
and harmony and insist on the 
tradition and innovation

Enterprise mission
Self- discipline and social 
commitment; vitalizing the 
nation and benefiting the people

Spirit of the employees of 
Yudean
Endeavor, healthy life, passion 
and dedication and commit-
ment to excellence

Working style
Rigorous, careful
and practical

Core values
Be professional, high efficient, 
synergetic and faithful

Corporate vision
Become an energy group with 
international comprehensive-
ness

Li Zhuoxian
Chairman

Hong Rongkun, 
Director,  Deputy General 
Manager

Zhong Weimin
Director, Chairman of the 
Labor Union

Huang Zhenhai
Director, General Manager



In accordance with the Company Law and other rules and regulations, 
The Company takes perfecting the corporate governance structure as the 
core and focuses on perfecting modern enterprise system, clearly specifies 
the permission setting of “three boards and one layer”, namely board of 
shareholders, board of directors, board of supervisors and senior manage-
ment layer, as well as the parliamentary procedures through the Articles of 
Association and rules of procedure, in order to protect various rights of the 
minority shareholders such as right to be informed, right to participate in 
major decision-making and the voting right that corresponds to the 
shareholding ratio. In 2015, the board of shareholders informed to sign 
decisions 13 times and formed decisions on 27 proposals.

The Company strengthened law, audit, risk control, supervisory board 
and discipline inspection, initially forming the work pattern of large supervi-
sion, further regulating the proposal, decision, standing orders and rules of 
the board of directors, sorting the “three majors and one essential” 
decision-making item list, and formulating the decision-making items 
management methods to ensure that major policy decisions were made 
according to established procedures. The board of directors strictly followed 
regulations and the rules of procedures, strengthened the closed-loop 
management of the proposals and regularly followed up the execution of the 
boarding meeting decisions and the latest development of the shareholders’ 
major concerns, ensuring that the decisions of the board of shareholders 
and the board of directors would be carried out practically. The Company 
held 4 on-site meetings of the board of directors in 2015, and the board of 
directors informed to sign decisions 13 times and formed decisions on 50 
major operating management issues.

Mr. Huang Zhenhai started to assume the General Manager and Director 
of Yudean Group in September 2015.The former Deputy General Manager 
Mr. Zhu Dejun did not act as the Deputy General Manager of Yudean Group 
any more because of job relocation In July. At this stage, there were 8 
company directors in total, including 6 appointed directors from Guangdong 
Provincial SASAC, and 2 from China Huaneng Group.

The company’s board of supervisors, closely around such major 
concerns as enterprise investment, management, finance of the sharehold-
ers and possible risks in the process of enterprise reform and development, 
deepened the daily supervision, targeted to carry out special investigation 
and inspection, strengthened the supervision over the legal compliance of 
decision-making and implementation process, promoted the business 
management and improved the ability of risk prevention.

Annual check of 7 units including Jinghai Power Generating Company by 
the board of supervisors was carried out in 2015, the involved amount of 
assets about RMB 18 billion, and 47 items of opinions and suggestions were 
put forward; daily supervision over 25 major invested companies was 
organized to follow up and verify over 20 major concerns.

Main Holding EnterprisesCorporate Governance

Controlling enterprises

Wholly-owned enterprises

Shaoguan Power Plant

Maoming Thermal Power Plant

Guangdong Yudean Xinfengjiang Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Fengshuba Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Qingxi Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Nanshui Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Changhu Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Changtan Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Liuxihe Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Dapu County Meijiang Penglatan Hydropower Co., Ltd.

Upper Horn Investments 
Limited

Guangdong Yudean 
Faneng Investment Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean 
Environmental Protection 
Co., Ltd.
Yudean Group (Guizhou) 
Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Natural 
Gas Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Power 
Development Co., Ld.

Guangdong Shajiao 
(Plant C) Power Generation 
Corporation

Upper Horn Investments (Australia) Pty Ltd.

Guangdong Lianzhou Yuelian Power PlantCo., Ltd.

Guangdong Marine Transportation Holding Co.,Ltd.

Guangzhou Development Zone Yudean New 
Energy Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Guanghope Power Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Xinhui Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Huaqing Integrated Gasification 
Combined-cycle Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Zhanjiang Biomass Power 
Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yangjiang Port Administrative 
Affairs Co., Ltd.

Guizhou Yuewang Comprehensive Energy Co., Ltd.

Guizhou Yudean Group Shiqian Wind Power Co., Ltd.

Shareholding enterprises

Northern Combined Power Co., Ltd.

Southern Grid Comprehensive Energy Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Shaoguan No. 9 Generating 
Unit Joint Venture Co., Ltd.

Shaoguan D Power Plant Co., Ltd.

Guizhou Beipanjiang Power Holdings Co., Ltd.

Yangjiang Nuclear Power Co., Ltd.

Taishan Nuclear Power Industry Investment Co., Ltd.

Guangzhou Zhujiang Natural Gas Power 
Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Dapeng LNG Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Haidian Shipping Co., Ltd

Guangdong Ocean Transport Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Natural Gas Pipe Network Co., Ltd.

Guangdong State-owned Enterprises Reconstruction 
Development Funds(Limited Partnership)

Dongfang (Guangzhou) Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd.

Branches Shajiao C Power Plant, Zhuhai Power Plant, Beijing Office and Solar Energy Branch

Guangdong Power Development Co., Ltd.

Guangzhu Power Generation Co., Ltd. of Zhuhai 
Special Economic Zone

Tianshengqiao First-grade Hydropower 
Development Co., Ltd.

Shanxi Yudean Energy Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Power Industrial Fuel Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yuelong Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Shipping Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Controlling West Investment Co.,Ltd.

Inner Mongolia Yudean Menghua New Energy Co.,Ltd.

Shenzhen Guangqian Power Co., Ltd.  

Guangdong Yudean Qujie Wind Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Wind Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Electric Power Sales Co. Ltd.

Guangdong Huizhou Natural Gas Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Huizhou Pinghai Power Plant Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Honghai Bay Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Jinghai Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yuejia Power Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Huadu Natural Gas Thermal Power Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Dapu Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Lincang Yudean Energy Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Bohe Coal Power Co., Ltd.

Zhanjiang Power Co., Ltd.
Zhanjiang Zhongyue Energy Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Zhanjiang Wind Power Co., Ltd

Maoming Zhenneng Thermal Power Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Shaoguan Yuejiang Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Guangdong Yudean Humen Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Shajiao A Power Plant
Yunnan Branch

Guangdong Yudean Finance Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yueyang Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Yunhe Power Generation Co.,Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Real Estate Investment Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yudean Zhongshan Thermal Power 
Plant Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Yuehua Power Generation Co., Ltd

By the end of 2015, the enterprises invested by the Company had 
increased to 158, and the enterprise property classes were kept within level 
4, good for management and control. The property initialization registration 
of the enterprises invested by the Company had been completed as 
required, and the new property rights possession, change and cancellation 
of registration were actively applied, and the property rights clearly defined, 
and property rights transfer was supported. Besides standard operation, the 
governance structure of a batch of enterprises was simplified, which 
reduced the management cost; at the same time, some enterprises were 
transferred and entrusted to advantageous subsidiary enterprises for 
management, which enhanced the synergy effect.

Through the developed equity value-added management system 
(EVAM), an equity information management system was set up to promote 
equity management refinement and standardization of governance 
operation. The management and governance of the enterprises invested by 
the company as well as the equity management affairs were conducted on 
the same platform and in the same standards, and a large number of data 
were collected to provide support for decision making and management of 
the Company.

We promoted the practice of “Equity Investment Management Research” 
topic and issued “Share Equity Management Method” to strengthen the 
stock equity management. Combined with the reality of equity diversification 
and the requirements of state-owned enterprises reform, Corporate 
Governance Policy Research of the Investment Enterprises under Diversity 
of Equities” was started up.

Ownership structure

Board of 
Directors

Board of 
Supervisors

Board of 
Shareholders

Management 
team

24%

76%
China Huaneng Group

Guangdong Provincial 
Government
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Wholly-owned enterprise 
Wholly-owned enterprise 

Wholly-owned enterprise 

Wholly-owned enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 

Guangdong Zhuhai Power Plant Co., Ltd.

Tianyi Hydropower Plant 

Shenzhen Tianxin Insurance Brokers Co., Ltd.

Guizhou Yueqian Power Co., Ltd. (Pannan Power Plant)

Guangdong Yudean Information Technology Co., Ltd.

Guangdong Zhuhai Jinwan Power Generation Co., Ltd.

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 
Controlling enterprise 

Controlling enterprise 

Branches 
Branches 

Branches 
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Information Center

Labor Union

Party Affairs Department(Corporate Culture Department)

Supervision and Disciplinary Inspection Department

Auditing and Board of Supervisors Working Department

Legal Affairs and Capital Operations  Department

Operation and Management Department

Safety Supervision and Production Technology Department

Finance Department

Strategy and Development Department

Human Resources Department

General Affairs Department
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Implement innovation-driven development in an all-round way

In 2015, Yudean Group deeply implemented the innovation-driven development strategy, improving the 
efficiency, benefits and long-term development ability of the group management through scientific and 
technological innovation, financial innovation and management innovation. The annual business 
innovation income was RMB 6.075 billion, the total profit of innovation projects was RMB 1.845 billion, 
and the proportion reached 12.9% and 18.6% respectively. Among others, we adhered to taking 
scientific and technological innovation as the main line, paid special attention to the whole process 
management of science and technology projects, and six innovation achievements won science and 
technology awards of provincial and ministerial levels (2 second prizes at the provincial level and 4 third 
prize at the provincial and ministerial level), 21 newly-authorized patents, including 9 invention patents.

We continued to deepen the system and mechanism reform and innovation work

In 2015, the system and mechanism innovation pilot work of Yudean Group achieved 
positive results. We formulated overall plan for deepening the reform of state-owned 
enterprises and started the implementation; the Group gradually transferred the 
administrative authority to 3 pilot enterprises including Yangjiang Port Company and 
introduced strategic investors to merge and acquire  regional power projects to 
promote the whole situation through one point and further liberate the enterprises’ 
vitality; we changed the management and control mode of 4 new energy companies 
including the provincial Wind Power Company, and accelerated the development of 
clean energy business, strengthened the research on national power system reform 
policy and established Yudean Electric Power Sales Company, marking that the 
electric power system reform of the Group entered a substantive stage.

The scale of new energy projects broke through 1000MW for the first time

Yudean Group in recent years, had vigorously developed new energy business and sped up the 
development and construction of new energy, laying important foundation for achieving scale develop-
ment of new energy in the future. By the end of 2015, the new energy installed capacity that was put 
into production had been about 500MW, the approved new energy scale under construction nearly 
900MW, and the achieved new energy resources reserves scale exceeding 12,000MW. Among them, 
there were18 approved onshore wind projects in total, the installed capacity 1017.3 MW, and the 
signed onshore wind resources inside and outside the province exceeding 9000MW in total and 
preliminarily getting offshore wind resources more than 3000MW;the photovoltaic power generation 
projects reached 88.2MW, and expanded from inside the province to the whole country, breaking 
through the single and limited rooftop photovoltaic power station development model and achieving 
substantial progress in the development of large ground type photovoltaic power station.

We implemented the reform of coal-fired units to adapt to the new environ-
mental protection policy

In 2015, to continue to build green Yudean and promote the further development of 
energy conservation and emissions reduction work, the Group released “Energy 
Conservation and Emissions Reduction Transformation and Upgrading Plan of 
Coal-fired Power Plant (2015-2020)”, which determined the technical route of transfor-
mation and specific items for the coal-fired power plants. We completed ultra low 
emission transformation of No. 4 unit of Jinwan Company and No. 6 unit of Huangpu 
Power Plant; No. 6 unit of Maoming Power Plant passed the examination and approval 
of the provincial Development and Reform Commission, and the nameplate capacity 
upgraded from 300 MW to 330 MW, marking the accomplishment of the comprehen-
sive upgrading of the 11 coal-fired units of 300 MW.

We strengthened fine management and the power project construction in mountain areas 
made a breakthrough

In 2015, to answer and implement the national policy of energy saving and emission reduction and support 
the economic development of mountain areas, Shaoguan No. 1 and No. 2 units and Dapu No. 1 unit of 
Yudean Group completed “developing large units and suppressing small ones” construction and were 
formally put into commercial operation. In the process of project construction, the Group fully implemented 
fine management, and the comprehensive cost control effect was remarkable, the infrastructure statistics 
and the investment plan management level both gained continuous enhancement. The smooth production 
of the project would inject strong impetus to the transformation and upgrading of the power generation 
enterprises in the mountain areas and regional economic development.

The business performance appraisals have been outstanding for 14 consecutive years

In August 2015, Yudean was rated as “Level A Enterprise” in the provincial enterprise operating performance 
evaluation, which was the 14th year that the Group gained the honor in the business performance evaluation 
since its establishment in 2001. In 2014, the Group determined the work thoughts of “double focuses” and 
“double drives”, insisting to seek improvement in stability and improve quality and efficiency, trying to find a 
balance between reform and growth, and consolidated the smooth and steady operating momentum.

We successfully issued corporate bonds of RMB1.5 billion for the first time

On August 24, 2015, Yudean Group successfully issued 10-year corporate bonds of RMB 1.5 
billion, the first phase of 2015.It was the first time that medium and long term development 
funds were raised through corporate bonds. On the issuance day, the market subscription 
was active and they were finally issued successfully at the coupon rate of 4.54%, and lower 
long-term financing cost was locked. Through the smooth issuance of corporate bonds, the 
group finance varieties were further enriched, the financing channels were broadened, and 
the debt structure was optimized, which provided finance security for the sustained and 
healthy development for the Group.

Huang Zhenhai took up the post of General Manager of Yudean Group

On September 29, 2015, the General Manager office holding announcement conference of Yudean Group 
was held in the headquarters. The superior leaders attending the conference included Wu Yanjun, Vice 
Minister of Provincial Party Committee Organization Department and Cai Xiufen,Deputy Secretary of the 
Party Committee and Deputy Director of the provincial SASAC.According to the appointment notice, Huang 
Zhenhai assumed the post of General Manager, Director, and Deputy Secretary of the Party Committee of 
the Group. Huang said that he would perform well the duties given by the organization in the future work and 
made contribution to the achievement of the reform and development goal of the Group and the preserving 
and increasing of state-owned assets.

Strengthen the regional strategic layout of the Southwestern region

In October 2015, Yudean successfully acquired the 42% stock rights of Yueqian Company 
held by Jinyuan Group and other shareholders; during the same period, Lincang Yudean 
Energy Co., Ltd. was renamed and unveiled, marking the official establishment of the first 
holding company of the Group in Yunnan. The new breakthroughs achieved through the 
investment layout in Yunnan and Guizhou region would improve the quality of the assets, 
optimize the energy structure, broaden the development space of the Group and provide a 
solid development foundation for strengthening the competitiveness and influence in the 
southwest area.

Carry out “three stricts and three steadies” special subject education activity 

The Party Committee of Yudean Group and each unit of the system carried out “three stricts and three 
steadies” special subject education activity in 2015. The Party members and leaders of the Group and each 
unit of the system attended “three stricts and three steadies” special subject party lectures 185 times, and 
the Party members attending the study were up to 3846 person-time; we seriously carried out concentrated 
study and discussion of the three special subjects of “being strict in cultivating one's moral character”, “being 
strict in disciplining oneself” and “being strict in preventing abuse of power” six times, improving the 
understanding of “strict” and “steady”; we deepened and implemented the party's mass line education 
practice rectification tasks; the Party and government leaders in-depth conducted investigation and 
research to the system units for many times to strengthen the inspection and guidance of the special subject 
education.

Top Ten Events
The events are in chronological sequence by principle
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Awards & Honors

Yudean Group has won the “Gold Award of Innovative Design Award for Poverty Alleviation” for 5 consecutive years.

Women Workers’ Committee of the Labor Union of Yudean Group and Yuejia Electric Power Company were 
rated as “Advanced Collective of Women Workers’ Work of the Labor Union of Guangdong Province”.

Shaoguan Power Station and Jinghai Power Generation Company were honored with the title of “National Civilized Unit”. 

Shaoguan Power Plant won “the First Prize of 2012-2014 National Enterprise Culture&Scientific Achievements”, and Huizhou Gas Power Generation Compa-
ny and Shajiao C Power Plant won the Second Prize.

Yunhe Power Generation Company won the title of “AAA Grade Credit enterprise of Enterprise Credit Evaluation” by China Electricity Council.

Huang Qingye of Zhanjiang Electric Power Company and Wu Weiji of Yunhe Power Generation Company won the title of “National Model Worker”.

Society

Yuehua Power Generation Company, Shaoguan Power Plant, Zhenneng Thermoelectric Company, Zhanjiang Electric Power Company, Jinghai Power 
Generation Company and Guangqian Electric Power Company won the title of “2014 Environmental Protection and High-integrity Enterprise of Guangdong 
Province (Green Card)”.

Jinghai Power Generation Company won “Green Guangdong Propaganda Achievement Award”; the first phase of port engineering won “2014-2015 Annual 
National Superior Quality Award”.

Yuelong Power Generation Company was rated as “Guangdong Provincial Clean Production Enterprise”.

Environment

Yudean Group was rated as “excellent” in the operating performance evaluation of provincial 
enterprises of Guangdong provincial SASAC for 14 consecutive years.

Shajiao A Power Plant won the title of “Advanced Unit the Fifth National Electric Power Industry Equipment Management Work”.

Yunhe Power Generation Company and Shajiao A Power Plant won “the Third Prize of 2015 Annual Electric 
Power Enterprise Technology Innovation System Construction Achievements”.

Yueqian Company was rated as “2015 Top 100 Enterprise of Guizhou Province”.

The “Coal Flame Retardant Technology Research and Application of Large Scale Power Station” of Jinwan Power Generation Company and 
Pinghai Power Generation Company won “the Third Prize of the China Power Science and Technology Prize”.

Unit 1 and Unit 3 of Shajiao C Power Plant won the second prize and third prize of “National Thermal Power 600 MW Class Subcritical Wet 
Cooling Unit Competition” respectively; Unit 6 of Yunhe Power Generation Company won the “Third Prize of National 300 MW M Class Wet 
Cooling Straight Condensing CFB Boiler Unit Competition”.

Economy

Jinwan Power Generation Company, Honghai Bay Power Generation Company, Shaoguan Power Plant, Jinghai Power Generation Company and 
Yuelong Power Generation Company won the title of “Outstanding Units of National Safety and Health Cup Competition”; Zhanjiang Electric Power 
Company won the title of “Advance Units of Safety Culture and Propaganda Work of National Safety and Health Cup Competition”.

Jinwan Power Generation Company won “the First Prize of National Team Safety Construction and Management Achievements Exhibition Contest".

Zhanjiang Electric Power Company was rated by the National Energy Administration as “First-Grade Enterprise of Power Safety Production Standardization”, 
and Liuxihe Power Generation Company was rated as “Second-Grade Enterprise of Power Safety Production Standardization”.

Jinghai Power Generation Company, Tianyi Power Plant, Zhuhai Power Plant, Guangqian Electric Power Company passed the on-site confirmation of AAAA 
Grade Standardization Good Behavior Enterprise of the power industry.

Honghai Bay Power Generation Company and the other company were tied for the first place in the 2014 annual “600 MW Grade Unit Reliability Assessment 
Benchmarking” (only 18 in total in the country).

Safety

Yudean Group ranked the 104th place in the ranking list of Social Responsibility Development 
Index of Top 300 Domestic Enterprises (2015).

Yudean Group ranked the 64th place in the ranking list of Social Responsibility Development 
Index of Top 100 Domestic State-owned Enterprises (2015).

After the on-site inspections and review of the provincial file assessment experts organized by Guangdong Provincial Archives Bureau, the annual 
archives work of Yudean Group was identified as“excellent”rating in 2014, and the Company had won the award for consecutive 9 years.

Management

104位

64位
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lable and under control. On-site supervision and inspection was organized 
at the key nodes of the overhaul, and during the “Twelfth Five-year Plan” a total 
of 45 times of special technical supervisions we reorganized to check the 
on-site management, quality control and progress, etc.

During “the Twelfth Five-year Plan” period, the Company had completed 
major and minor overhaul of the units 469 times, of which thermal power 
generating units have been overhauled 104 set-time, and the hydropower 
unit overhaul 25 set-time, and the special repair projects were cumulatively 
4505, and the technological upgrading projects were 4073.

Safety Production

Special Subject I of Responsibility: 
Striding Forward and Remarkable Results of the “12th Five-Year Plan”
“The Twelfth Five-Year Plan” was extraordinary for Yudean Group. With the tests in new normal of economy, energy structure adjustment, 
deepening reform and intensifying competition in the power generation market, we were united as one to seize opportunities, overcome 
difficulties, grow in the struggle and become strong in the hone, basic realizing the goal of “the Twelfth Five-Year Plan” and achieving 
leapfrog development. During the period of “the Twelfth Five-Year Plan” period, the company's safety production situation was generally 
stable and the business performance was excellent year after year, the industrial structure was obviously optimized, which ensured that the 
values of the state-owned assets were maintained and appreciated and powerfully guaranteed the safety power supply of the province, 
making positive contributions to the steady and rapid economic development of Guangdong Province.

We continuously strengthened safety production foundation and vigorously 
promoted the technical supervision and equipment maintenance to ensure 
the safe, stable and economic operation the generating set; and the compa-
ny’s safety production management has also gradually realized standard-
ization, normalization and refinement, with basic formation of good safety 
management situation.

During “the Twelfth Five-year Plan” period, neither large and above produc-
tion safety accident nor major hazard sources safety accident, neither 
environmental pollution nor information security accident happened to the 
Company.

＊ Affected by the long-term low load operation of the generating units, equipment aging and other 
factors, obstacles of class C and above and the times of unplanned shutdown were still greatly 
reduced, and the  unit’s equivalent availability  factor was effectively improved.

We established a perfect safety production emergency plan system.

Taking emergency control as the main line, prevention as first, combining 
prevention and emergency disposal as the principle, we constantly 
improved the emergency plans and regular drill system, established an 
emergency plan system with overall contingency plans and 22 special 
production safety emergency plans as principal, covering all kinds of 
emergencies of the whole company.

We completed the construction of the Company’s emergency command 
center to quickly command and handle sudden natural disasters, accident 
disasters, public health and social security events and provide effective 
technology and organization guarantee.

In recent years, the company has successfully resisted the attacks of 
such super typhoons as “Usagi”, “Utor”,“Rammasun” and “Rainbow”, 
effectively responding to the "7 · 11" Heyuan Earthquake in 2014 and the 
liquid ammonia tank leakage event of the power plant.

We eliminated major sources of hidden danger of power 
generation equipment in time.

We attached great importance to the operation monitoring of the running 
Units, strictly carried out the operation procedures, analyzed the equipment 
state data in time, and organized to analyze the abnormalities of equipment 
timely to eliminate the hidden dangers, and regularly carried out all-round 
carding and renovation, so that the reliability of the power generation 
equipment was improved significantly.

During the period of “the Twelfth Five-Year Plan”, we mainly solved: the 
fracture problem of the fifth vane of low pressure of Dongfang 600 MW 
turbine, the successive malfunction of the 600 MW generator rotor, 
shedding jam of the oxide skin of supercritical boiler, the short-circuit fault of 

stator core melt coil of Dongfang generator, the water pipe crack of 
Shanghai 600 MW generators, the series of design problems of the 300 MW 
circulating fluidized bed boiler and other major equipment hazards, guaran-
teeing the safe and reliable operation of the generating unit.

We improved the production safety management level.

We continued to improve the safety production management system, 
perfect the safety production management system and the security respon-
sibility management process, gradually realizing “everything has rules to 
follow, everything has someone to be responsible for, everything is well 
documented and everything is supervised by someone”.

We stressed the focal points and carried out various safe production 
activities specifically and hidden danger checking and governance, 
deepened the safety-health-environmental management, strengthened risk 
prevention precontrol, and various anti-accident measures were effectively 
implemented.

We carried out the safety production standardization work, and the 
power generation companies within the system all completed the production 
safety standardization rating, of which 13 companies passed the national 
grade-1 standard rating and 14 ones passed the grade-2 rating.

We strengthened the implementation of safe production 
responsibility system and the responsibility investigation 
of accidents. 

We established and improved the safe production management system, 
formulated the “Regulation on safety production responsibility of personnel 
of at all levels of electric power enterprises” and “electric power production 
accident responsibility investigation and appraisal management rules”, 
comprehensively revised the “Safety production work regulations”, “Work 
regulations of the safety production committee” and “safety production 
supervision and management regulations”, from management to the 
grass-roots staff, everybody had clear production safety responsibilities and 
clear work tasks.

We formulated safety production responsibility self-restricting mecha-
nism with clear rewards and punishment and commended and rewarded the 
units and individuals that had completed the safety production target 
responsibilities, and investigated and punished the related personnel 
responsible for the accident and obstacles. During the period of “the Twelfth 
Five-year Plan”, the Company gave out safety production target bonuses up 
to RMB 100 million.

We paid special attention to the equipment maintenance and 
production project management.

We strictly controlled the maintenance quality, attached great importance 
to the standardization of maintenance and formed the management mode of 
preparation before repair, tracking during the repair and evaluation after 
repair, so as to ensure the whole planned maintenance process was control

Jinghai Power Generation Company

Obstacles of Class C and above (times)

20152010

Unplanned shutdown（times）

20152010

Equivalent Availability Factor of the unit（%）

20152010

Improved by 2%

2019
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We pushed the development of the downstream products of coal ash and gypsum and improved the added value of related products.

We actively built desulfurizer production base and logistics distribution center to guarantee the desulfurization agent supply to the 
power plant.

We set up an environmental protection material company, which at present has had the capacity of producing calcium carbonate 
powder 450,000 tons/year.

We actively expanded the clients of power plants outside the system in terms of the desulfurizer supply and carried out feasibility 
research of denitration catalyst regeneration project.

We implemented the “Research on the halobios pollution control technology of coastal power plants and the application” project, 
breaking the technology and market monopoly of non-oxidizing reagents in the halobios pollution control in the circulating water system 
of domestic coastal power plants, and making a major breakthrough.

We set up a natural gas company responsible for planning and developing natural gas pipelines, LNG receiving stations, natural gas 
trade and other natural gas business. At present, we have finished the site selection of LNG receiving stations in Yangjiang, Shantou 
and Shanwei and started preliminary work.

Zhuhai LNG receiving station project with our joint stocks was put into commercial operation in 2014.The integration of the natural 
gas assets of the Company was advanced orderly; and the free equity transfer of Guangdong Dapeng LNG, Shenzhen Dapeng Sales 
Company and Zhuhai Jinwan LNG work was completed.

We actively attempted water supply business, and currently are actively promoting Shaoguan Nanshui Water Reservoir Water Supply Project.

The financial management was sturdy and standard, the capital flow structure was reasonable, and the capital operation was safe and 
good.

Combined with the situation of the capital market and monetary market, we relied on advantage assets, made unified planning and 
made overall arrangement of the financing work of the Company and member Units, strengthened the synergistic effect of financing and 
spared no effort to build a financing system combining the diversified financing structure with a variety of financing channels. During “the 
Twelfth Five-Year Plan” period, the Company put annual financing of RMB 47.149 billion into practice, including direct financing of RMB 
6.14 billion and indirect financing of RMB 41.009 billion, which better met the Company’s fund requirement for development and operation 
during the period.

The whole capital management model was in good working order and the effect of centralized management was obvious. The capital 
pool with financial companies as the platform maintained a high capital collecting rate, and the average daily amount of bank deposits and 
loans broke through RMB 10 billion; the fund utilization level was higher, and the capital scale merit was fully played.

We vigorously optimized the development of thermal power, promoted the development and construction of a batch of high-capacity, 
high-parameter and environmental protection units. The Units of 600MW and above greatly increased from 49.0% at the end of 2010 to 
62.9% by the end of 2015.

We fully developed new energy. By the end of 2015, the new energy installed capacity size that was put into production had reached 
about 501.3MW, the approval (recorded) new energy scale under construction had been about 896.09MW, and the obtained new energy 
reserves resource size had broken through 12,000MW.

The first gas power generation project of the Company - Guizhou Baogushan Gas Power Plant was successfully completed and put 
into operation, so we achieved a breakthrough in the field of comprehensive utilization of gas.

Environmental Protection

Finance

Public products and services

37.28%

Electric power

Resources

Since the foreign coal business since 2010, foreign sales of coal have increased rapidly at the average growth rate of 86% annually, 
reaching the highest 3.09 million tons in 2015.

All the invested coal mine have almost been put into production, the coal production capacity could reach 6.7 million tons/year, the 
self-sufficiency rate of coal reached 17%, playing an important role in ensuring the safe and stable supply of thermal coal.

Logistics

We took hold of market opportunity, optimized and adjusted the structure of freight capacity, reduced the cost for new ship building and 
increased the competitiveness in shipping business market.

The marketization proportion of shipping increased year by year and the marketization of shipping capacity increased from 20% to 35%.

We promoted the upgrade of the wharf comprehensively and harmoniously, considerably increasing the discharge capacity by 36%.

Installed capacity(10,000KW)

2015

2118.67

2010

2908.56

10.19%

Generating capacity

2015

1045.83

2010

1152.35

9.72%

Total assets(RMB 100 million)

2015

1177.13

2010

1290.83

8.72%

Operation income(RMB 100million)

2015

430

2010

467.49

We have adhered to “paying equal attention to production and management”, taking marketization as the guidance, continuously improving 
operation and management, optimizing the structure of property rights and assets. At the same time, we actively optimized and developed 
coal-fired thermal power, made strategic layout of the natural gas power generation and vigorously developed clean energy, and the scale of 
installed capacity achieved steady growth.

Excellent Development
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According to the changes of electric power market situation and the 
country's “Coal and Electricity Energy Conservation and Emissions 
Reduction Transformation and Upgrading Action Plan (2014-2020)” and 
“Full Implementation of Coal-fired Power Plant Ultra-low Emissions and 
Energy-saving Renovation Work Plan” and “Notification of ‘Full Implementa-
tion of Coal-fired Power Plant Ultra-low Emissions and Energy-saving 
Renovation Work Plan’ forwarded by the Environmental Protection Office of 
Guangdong Provincial Development and Reform Commission”, we scientifi-
cally compiled “Coal and Electricity Energy Conservation and Emissions 
Reduction Transformation and Upgrading Action Plan of Yudean Group 
(2015-2020)”, properly formulating the important work plan of the Company 
in energy conservation and emissions reduction in the future years.

Co-Win with Harmony
We value harmony and win-win development, actively building the bridge of communicating with employees, partners, communities, the 
public, media and other stakeholders, promoting win-win cooperation, supporting social benefit, promoting benefit sharing to achieve 
long-term development.

We fully completed Phase II project of “Blue Sky Project”.

On the basis of fully completing Phase I desulfurization project of “Blue 
Sky Project”,the Company invested billions of money to carry out Phase II of 
“Blue Sky Project”- a total of 47 units of 22320MW coal-fired units denitra-
tion project, and completed at the end of 2014, realizing a complete 
coverage of coal-fired units denitration of the whole company, greatly 
reducing the nitrogen oxide emissionsof the power plants within the system, 
and thenitrogen oxides of each unit must be discharged according to the 
new standards.

We fully completed the transformation of cancelling the desulfurization 
flue gas bypass of power generating set, and a series of desulphurization 
and dust removal and capacity-increase, efficiency improvement, upgrading 
and transformation of environmental protection facilities.With the environ-
mental indicators being optimized unceasingly, the Company has been in 
the advanced level in the national power industry.

We fully completed the comprehensive transformation of 
300MW coal-fired units.

We completed the comprehensive upgrade and transformation project of 
11 300MW coal-fired units, improved the healthy level of the units, and the 
energy conservation and emissions reduction effect was remarkable; after 
transformation, the average coal consumption of power supply fell by 25 
g/KWH, standard coal of 450,000 tons could be saved annually, and fuel 
cost of RMB 310 million could be saved.

As of October 2015, the batch of units all smoothly passed the strict 
examination organized by Guangdong Provincial Development and Reform 
Commission, the nameplate capacity of a single machine was adjusted from 
300 MW to 330MW, so a total of 330MW installed capacity was increased 
and the generated power could be increased by 1.65 billion KWH a year, 
and the income increasing by RMB 825 million.

We gradually promoted scientific and technological 
innovation ability.

We set up a scientific and technological innovation system integrating 
production, universities and research, with the Company’s control as the 
guide and the affiliated enterprises as the main bodies. Using the project 
management system platform, we realized the supervision and guidance of 
the key nodes from the project’s approval, bidding, and implementation to 
the inspection and acceptance, promoting the effectiveness of the 
implementation of scientific and technological innovation projects.

Through continuously increasing science and technology rewards and 
intensified incentive mechanism, perfecting the system of managerial 
responsibility appraisal and creating advanced activities of power generation 
enterprises, we effectively promoted scientific and technological innovation, 
the application of results and transformation and upgrading of industry, and 
created good atmosphere of scientific and technological innovation.

During “the Twelfth Five-Year Plan” period, the Company has invested a 
total of RMB 1.0553 billion for science and technology, which was mainly 
used to solve the major problems of production technology and technology 
breakthrough and implementation of energy conservation and emissions 
reduction, information construction, etc., and the produced benefits exceed-
ed RMB 5.6 billion. The Company undertook 7 major science & technology 
projects of provincial level and above, won 20 science and technology 
awards of provincial level and above, including 1 second prize of National 
Science and Technology Progress Award, 2 first prizes of provincial and 
ministerial level, 9 second prizes of the provincial and ministerial level, 8 
third prizes of the provincial and ministerial level, etc.

We established long-term effective mechanism of energy 
saving management.

We actively introduced the concept and methods of effective energy 
management, carried out the construction of energy management system; 
through careful combing of energy management process, energy saving 
measures and effects, energy consumption and utilization situation, each 
unit further improved the recognition of energy points.

Green Environmental Protection
We created green energy diligently, adhered to green development, vigorously promoted energy conservation and emissions reduction, fully 
completing the Phase II denitration project of “blue sky project” and the comprehensive upgrade project of 300 MW coal-fired units, submit-
ting a perfect answer sheet to the blue sky.

Installed capacity of clean energy
（10,000KW）

Increased by 
6.56%

Reduced by 
56.52%

2015

463.17

2010

493.56

Emission of sulfur dioxide
（g/KWH）

2015

0.46

2010

0.20

Reduced by 
84.50%

Reduced by 
50%

Emission of nitrogen oxide
（g/ KWH）

2015

1.29

2010

0.20

Dust emission（g/ KWH）

2015

0.08

2010

0.04

Double-qualified talent ratio (%)

Increased by 107.33%

2015

11.46 23.76

2010

Ratio of talents with medium and senior titles (%)

2015

21.75 28.53

2010

Increased by 31.17%

Increased by 32.71%

Poverty alleviation funds investment(RMB10,000)

2015

1630.64 2164

2010

2423
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In 2015, Yudean Group, actively responding to Guangdong Provincial Party Committee, Provincial Government and the Provincial SASAS, 
promoted innovation-driven development and transformation and upgrading strategy, with reform and development as the goal and the 
problem as orientation, to vigorously implement innovation drive, continuously enhance the core competitiveness and create good 
atmosphere of all-round innovation driven development in the whole company.

Special Subject II of Responsibility: 
Implementing innovation-driven force to promote enterprise development

Financial business innovationManagement system innovation

We gradually established the management and 
control mode corresponding to the characteristics of the 
Company and the industry and drove the Company’s 
transformation from operating control to strategic control 
and financial control.

We implemented the system and mechanism 
innovation to improve the management efficiency and 
inspire the vitality.

We intensified fund management as a whole, 
innovated capital management means and established 
fund management assessment system.

We realized organic combination of financial 
innovation with the Company’s main business, effective-
ly enhancing the capital control level and the safety of 
the capital chain.

Scientific and technological 
industry innovation

Business model innovation

We carried out technological research and develop-
ment, strengthened the transformation, popularization 
and application of achievements and attempted to 
promote the market value of the technological research 
and development results.

We constantly optimized the structure of the power 
source, actively promoted clean and efficient coal 
thermal power projects and vigorously promoted clean 
energy projects.

We built systematic comprehensive energy service 
system and technology services business model.

We created electricity sales business model and 
established and the market discourse power matching 
the Company’s scale and mass.
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We carried out institutional mechanism reform innovation pilot, formulated overall plan of deepening reform to guide the Company to carry out a new round of 
comprehensive and in-depth reform of state-owned enterprises.

We optimized the management and control model, constructed management and control system with the Group Company as the top layer, the specialized 
platform company and regional platform company as the second layer and the project company as the third layer to achieve professional and intensive manage-
ment.

We adapted to the severe challenges brought by the coal market and actively explored new model of fuel management.

We promoted the creation and implementation of dynamic and efficient assessment and control system for grass-roots units.

We build a capital operating report system to comprehensively promote capital management optimization and save costs.

We continuously strengthened the financing plan management as a whole and guaranteed the capital needs of key projects.

We actively guided, played the scale advantages and broke through the new path of cross-regional financing of new energy projects.

We set up cross-border capital pool and innovative management model, broke through overseas financing channel and boosted the strategy of “going out”.

Innovative management of finance company could effectively improve the capital usage efficiency and yield rate.

We strived to overcome technical challenges and explored energy-saving potential deeply to substantially improve the security and economy of the unit 
operation.

We promoted production-study-research cooperation from point to surface, speeded up the improvement of independent innovation level and the transforma-
tion of scientific research achievements to boost the company development.

Through key technology innovation, Zhanjiang Biomass Power Generation Company successfully turned around.

We strived to optimize the structure of power sources, actively promoted clean and efficient coal-fired thermal power project, developed natural gas power 
generation projects and related upstream and downstream business by adjusting measures to local conditions and vigorously developed clean energy such as 
hydro power, wind power, photovoltaic power generation.

We established new business model, based on the requirement of Guangdong Provincial SASAC on system and mechanism innovation of provincial enterpris-
es, and set up Guangdong Yudean Electric Sales Co., Ltd.

We built a coal procurement bidding platform in Yudean business net (http://www.gdydb2b.com), and established a new model of coal procurement, which 
improved the economical efficiency of coal purchase.

We implemented market-oriented reform of shipping business, promoted the marketization and specialization development of shipping plate and improved the 
market operation ability of shipping plates by shipping ability plan, pricing model reform plan and “shipping ability pool” and other business reform.

We are acting

Scientific and technological industry innovation

Business model innovation

Management system innovation

Financial business innovation

Main Directions



In accordance with the principle of “transferring the pattern and striving for innovation, mending the short slabs for breakthrough, presenting the bright spots 
and strengthening specialty, promoting efficiency and making more contribution”, we kept improving the function of financial management in promoting and guaran-
teeing the Company’s business development and risk control.

We deepened capital management and gradually set up a fund management performance indicators system, and will continue to strengthen the financing plan 
as a whole and improve the ability of capital regulation with informatization as the support.

We actively applied innovative financing tools, innovated ideas to expand the financing channels and vigorously promote the preparation and organization of 
self-insured companies with the method of financial innovation to improve the Company’s insurance management and the ability of quantifying risk management.

We further gave play to the central role of financial company as Yudean’s framework of financial sector.

We adhered to the “one core and diversification” strategic planning (with power generation as the core and the coordinated development of related diversification), 
promoted the Company’s transformation from operational control to strategic and financial control, giving full play to the group scale and synergic effect.

We guided the platform companies to transform the human resource management idea in accordance with the “three-level control” model, undertake the 
companies’ management and control requirement and gradually realize the marketization, localization and professional management goal of the companies of 
three levels.

We gradually perfected salary incentive constraint mechanism and promoted the optimization of talent structure gradually.

Following closely the reform process and requirements on state-owned enterprises, we continued to boost and deepen the perfection and implementation of 
the reform program of state-owned enterprises and vigorously promoted the company’s assets securitization.

Combined with the general planning targets of company development, we developed “the 13th Five-Year Plan” scientific and technological innovation develop-
ment plan to play the leading role of scientific and technological innovation.

We actively carried out major scientific and technological projects and application-oriented technical research and development projects and other provincial 
science and technology planning projects such as work, giving full play to the resource advantages in the aspects of talents, capital and platform, and implemented 
a number of science and technology research and development projects with independent intellectual property rights, higher technical maturity and clear industrial-
ization prospect that can be transformed and applied as soon as possible.

We made full use of social resources, strengthened the industry-university-research cooperation with scientific research institutions and universities to jointly 
tackle common problems and core technology as well as the achievement transformation and the formulation of standards to improve the enterprise innovation 
ability.

We implemented “Coal and Electricity Energy Conservation and Emissions Reduction Transformation and Upgrading Action Plan of Yudean Group (2015-2020)”, 
adhered to problem orientation, accelerated the technological breakthroughs of ultra-low emissions and low load energy-saving optimized operation and promoted 
the enterprise transformation and upgrading and quality and efficiency improvement.

We sought new opportunities of coal project development, and strived for breakthroughs in clean and efficient large capacity thermal power projects, sparing 
no effort to develop and construct new energy projects and constantly improving the installed capacity of new energy and continuously optimizing the power 
structure.

Financial business innovation

Management system innovation

20

Scientific and technological industry innovation

Business model innovation

We seized the opportunity of the country pushing forward the reform of electric power system to adapt to the new electrical change and expand the new 
business space.

We tried to apply finance, Internet and other new methods to actively explore business model innovation of power generation companies and diversified 
enterprises and extended to the upstream and downstream of the industry train and the middle and high ends of the value chain around the main industry.

We introduced “Internet +” thinking, innovated electricity marketing and management mode to seize the market opportunities. And we will continue to innovate 
and optimize the new energy enterprise systems and mechanisms and quick copy of new energy projects.

We studied to build engineering and technical services business model with market mechanism integration development and power plant maintenance technol-
ogy as the core, to give full play to the advantages of the Company’s core business to serve the inside and gradually explore the domestic and overseas markets.

The future is on the way
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Responsibility Management

Responsibility governance and advancement
Substantial social responsibility issues
Communication of the stakeholders
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 In July and October 2015, the Company appointed people to participate in the “2015 China Power Theme Day” activity with the theme of “Electric power 
enterprises’ social responsibility practice and expression in the new period” sponsored by China Electricity Council and the research activity of social responsibility 
demonstration base of Guangdong Power Grid sponsored by Guangdong Province Electricity Trade Association. In the activities, each party further summarized 
and exchanged experience and results of power enterprises performing social responsibility, and the performance of Yudean Group and “2014 Yudean Group 
Social Responsibility Report” received consistent high praise from the participant experts and representatives of the electric power enterprises.

The Company continued to carry out the collection of social responsibility cases and all the employees took an active part in the activity. We collected a total of 
142 social responsibility cases in 2015, and appraised and selected excellent cases and included them in the corporate social responsibility report.

In 2015, combined with the substantive issues, we carried out special researches on environmental management and big data within the Company and tried to 
promote the practice of the projects having passed the acceptance.

The Company's General Affairs Department is a centralized management department of social responsibility work, to responsible for the compilation and 
revision of social responsibility report and publishing the guidelines, formulating the annual social responsibility work plan and the report writing and plan publica-
tion, and set up a relatively fixed social responsibility report writing work team, and the departments of the headquarters and liaison people of all the units of the 
system take active part.

Responsibility Model

Social responsibility leadership

Social responsibility affairs office Functional departments

Develop guidelines 

Establish the index system

Propose social 
responsibility issues

Compile the social responsibility report

Opinions of the interested parties

Opinions of the public

Release the social responsibility report

Define the substantial social responsibili-
ty issues

Define responsibility issues related to the 
department 

Each department carries out social 
responsibility practice

Guide the units in the system to carry out 
social responsibility practice

“Being a responsible enterprise is always what Yudean pursues and 
strives for. The harmonious coexistence and mutual benefit and 
development of an enterprise with the society and environment are also 
the power source of the continuous growth and sustainable develop-
ment of Yudean. For an enterprise, fulfilling social responsibility is not 
just about releasing a report, but integrating the concept of performing 
social responsibility into the enterprise’s daily production, operation, 
development and management. We will continue to perfect and 
improve social responsibility work with stronger sense of responsibility, 
higher standards and more stringent requirements to jointly promote 
the sound and rapid development of the Group.”

-- Li Zhuoxian, Chairman of Yudean Group

Voice

economic 
performance

environmental 
performance

safety performance

responsibility 
management

social performance

Responsibility governance and advancement
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We continued to use the two dimensions of “interested parties’ attention” and “influence on the Company’s sustainable development” to identify, evaluate an 
select such 6 substantial social responsibility issues as safety production, guaranteeing power supply, protecting the ecological environment, developing clean 
energy, occupational health and safety and giving back to society, through the company development strategy, the General Manager’s annual work report, the 
annual election of the ten events of the Company, advice of external experts, interested parties’ opinions, special industry report another channels.

Influence degree to the Company’s sustainable development

Analysis of substantial social respionsibility issue

Concerns of the 
stakeholders

Substantial social responsibility issues

Press Conference of 2014 Social Responsibility Report 

Based on “Sustainability Development Reporting Guidelines (GR1-G4)” and “Guidelines on Formulation of Corporate Social Responsibility Report 
(CASS-CSR3.0)” and according to “Yudean Group Corporate Social Responsibility Report Guidelines”, the Company continued to compile the fifth report – “Yudean 
Group 2014 Social Responsibility Report”, At the same time, according to the latest requirements, the content framework and indicators in the “Guidelines” were 
improved and supplemented.

2011

2010

2015

2013

2014

2012
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safety production

guarantee power supply

protect the environment and ecology

develop clean energy

occupational health and safety

giving back to the society

legal operation

rules of sustainable 
development

diversified development

risk control

employees’ 
compensation system

carbon assets 
management and trade

energy structure

response to 
greenhouse effect
communication of 
the stakeholders

emergence management

ecological protection

offer of job opportunities

recruitment

customer satisfaction

integrity construction



In July, 2015, we released “Yudean Group 2014 
Social Responsibility Report”—the fifth corporate 
social responsibility report to the public through our 
web portal and the mainstream media.

We planned such special subjects in the external 
magazine “Yudean Group” of the Company as 
“Reform and breakthrough just in time”, “Occupa-
tional health, how to protect you?”, “To youth” 
(personal development of young employees)”, “How to 
‘refresh’ yourself in Yudean” (staff career planning 

and development), “Technology innovation boosting 
development”, “My name is nuclear power”, which 
attracted the attention of the vast number of the 
employees.

When the 22nd typhoon “Rainbow” attacked 
Zhanjiang area of Guangdong Province in October 
2015, which involved four power generation 
enterprises of the Company, we released relevant 
information on our web portal in time and posted 
message on mainstream media such as CPNN, 
“China Electric Power News” to help the interested 
parties grasp the emergency situation at the first 
time.

The Company and the subordinate units actively 
carried out various kinds of poverty alleviation and 
public benefit activities supported the social public 
welfare undertakings and gave back to society with 
heart, receiving praise from all parties of the society.

 We earnestly analyze the constitution of the Company's stakeholders each year, cordially collect and respond to the concerns, expectations and demands of 
the interested parties on the company. We continue to improve the communication ways, promote effective communication and mutual trust and make positive 
response and take actions.

Concerns and expectations

Employees

● Observe laws and disciplines

● Pay taxes by law

● Guarantee power supply 

● Energy saving and 
   environmental protection
● Job enlargement

● Laws and regulations  
● Policy release
● Work report   
● attending meetings
● Statistical statements  

● shareholders’ meetings
● board meetings
● annual reports 
● company announcements

● perform the contract agreements

● communication and coordination

● good client relationship

● satisfaction survey

● perform the safety and quality management system

● equipment technology improvement

● improve the professional level

● provide relevant technical services

● share resources

● perform contracts 

● boost industry development 

● improve the Company’s credit worthiness

● contracts and agreements  

● improve the management benefit 
● strengthen risk control
● management and innovation
● perfect corporate governance structure
● improve the market shares 

● Information Submission
● Senior conferences  

● safety production       
● legal operation

● equipment energy conservation transformation

● Pay taxes by law       
● Optimize the industry structure
● Implement “Blue sky project”   
● Reform and development
● Talent recruitment      

● Workers’ Conference   

● Factory managers’ reception day

● reasonable suggestions

● letters and visits

● Open factory affairs   

● labor contract

● perfect the safety-health-environmental 
   management system   
● sign labor contracts

● perfect the salary system

● expand the career development channel

● enhance training   

● improve the work environment

● public interest propaganda   
● industrial visits
● information release      
● charity activities

● energy-saving and emission reduction    
● develop circular economy
● mutual construction of the community       
● poverty alleviation

● company website   
● interview
● annual report     
● social responsibility report

● information release    

● special report

● establish communication and coordination 
   mechanism with the media

● assets appreciation and 
   maintenance

● standard operation

● risk control

● sustainable development

● the products are safe and stable

● service quality

● perform the agreements with 
   integrity
● product prices

● cooperation and mutual benefits

● long and stable partnership

● integrity and promise keeping

● negotiation and consultation

● business communication

● visits of top management 

● rights and interests protection

● salary and welfare 

● occupational health and safety

● enterprise’s care

● value realization

● safety production

● environmental protection

● effective communication

● information release

● investment in public benefit

Investors

Clients

Communities and 
the public

Media

Communication of the stakeholders

Case

Shajiao A and C Power Plants jointly organized an “Environmental 
Protection Propaganda Open Day” activity in June 2015. About 40 
people participated in the activity, including representatives from 
relevant local government departments, villagers of Shajiao 
Community, officers and soldiers of navy Shajiao troops and 
reporters of Dongguan Television, etc. We issued new Environmen-
tal Protection Law and Corporate brochures, environmental 
protection and power plant energy conservation and Corporate 
Environmental Protection Brochures, introduced the effects of 
energy-saving and environmental protection of the power plant and 
the technical reform of equipment, and organized the participants to 
the production field to watch the operation situation of the power 
generators and the environmental construction situation. In the 
activity, some representatives of the villagers accepted the 
interview of the media; they said that through what they had seen 
and heard, t the image of the power plant creating green and clean 
energy was deeply rooted in their hearts. 
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The middle school students listening carefully to the instruction of the 
environmental governance procedures of the power plant in the 
“Environmental Protection Open Day” activity.

stakeholders Communication modes Responses and actions

Suppliers and partners

The government
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Safety Management

Safety Production Management

Safety Production Activities

Benchmarking Management

Reliability of the Power Generation Equipment

Emergency Management

Science and Technology Innovation

Informatization Construction
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By holding labor contests, we further consolidated the staff’s standardized management consciousness and compiled the “Standardized good behavior 
enterprise field confirmation manual” as the work template of promoting standardized good behavior enterprise. In 2015, there were four new units, namely, Jinghai 
Power Generation Company, Tianyi Power Plant, Zhuhai Power Plant and Guangqian Power Generation Company, passed the field confirmation of AAAA-grade 
standardized good behavior enterprise of the power industry.

We continued to carry out the implementation of “three-standard integration” of quality, environment and occupational health and safety. By the end of 2015, a 
total of 24 system units received the certification.

We continued to push forward safety-health-environmental protection management, strengthened risk analysis and precontrol, improved the Company’s 
accident risk precontrol ability. Among others, Shajiao C Power Plant has won the highest rating—NOSCAR of NOSA Asia Company for four consecutive years.

We continued to carry out safety evaluation of power plants, based on the Company’s safety evaluation standard. In 2015, we made safety evaluation of 
Pannan Power Plant and Xinfengjiang Power Generation Company.

We vigorously carried out safety training. Through online education training system, we developed online learning courseware of “Working Regulation of Power 
Safety” and made it come true that all staff accomplished remote security study and training via the Internet system for the first time. We held two phases of safety 
learning class for the basic group leaders, providing safety training for 273 first-line production backbones, and continued to carry out the construction of “excellent 
team” construction and hold security technology lecture hall, and organized the professional and technical personnel to learn “the 25 key requirements to prevent 
power production accidents”.

We continuously advanced the contractor management system construction, and promoted the standardization of contractor management. No contractor 
safety accident happened all year round in 2015 due to the strict contractor access and intensified field supervision and inspection.

We make comprehensive inspection to completely deal with serious accident hidden dangers. In 
2015, through each security activity and special inspection, the Company discovered 6723 accident 
potentials, rectified 6572 items, with the rectification rate 97.75%; the funds invested to the rectification 
were over RMB 23.97 million, effective eliminating the multiple major hidden dangers in bud.

We sturdily carried out “safety production month” activities with the theme of “strengthening safety 
and legal guarantee to ensure safety production”, organizing all employees to take an active part, 
including safety publicity and education, safety knowledge contest, emergency drill, safety inspection, 
etc., creating a good atmosphere of safety, improving the staff's safety consciousness and strengthen-
ing the Company’s security foundation.

Safety Production Activities

Yudean carried out thorough hidden danger identification and governance, solidly 

carried out “safety production month” activities and safety education training work, 

strengthened the safety management of construction projects, and steadily promoted 

the overall level of production safety to urge the Company’s safe development.

Features Ways of realization

Intrinsic safety means making itself with a 
high degree of safety by continuously 
perfecting the production system.

Intrinsic safety

Perfect security 
measures, higher 
equipment reliability

Defect management, 
technological 
supervision

Carry out safety 
evaluation with the 
equipment system as 
priority, find the 
hidden dangers and 
put forward 
rectification measures 

Deep hidden trouble 
and potential risks of 
the equipment system 
were found

Generator set maintenance field

Case

In 2015, Tianyi Power Plant, on the basis of business identification and process combing, established an integrated standard system covering 
enterprise production, operation and management, and formed a relatively complete standardized management work mechanism by conduct-
ing standard training, compilation, review, distribution, propaganda and implementation, inspection and improvement, and realized the 
high-degree integration of standardization and informatization relying on the standard information platform of Yudean and the public informa-
tion service platform in the factory network and made standardized work a key support of improving enterprise management. In November of 
the year, through the strict field assessment of the experts organized by 
China Electricity Council, the power plant passed the field confirmation of 
AAAA-grade standardization good behavior enterprise. At that point, 
Tianyi Power Plant became the first hydroelectric generation enterprise 
passing the field confirmation of AAAA-grade standardization good 
behavior enterprise of Guizhou Province, also the first hydroelectric 
generation enterprise passing the field confirmation of AAAA-grade 
standardization good behavior enterprise of Yudean Group.
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2.343billion.

discovering

hidden accident 
potentials

6723

the rectification rate

% 97.75
the investment to 
rectification was RMB

million23.97

The Company’s safety production management systems include the guarantee system 
and the supervision system. The former realizes the three-step control of the safety produc-
tion goals by Assurance system through the three-level management network of the power 
plant, the departments, the team or group. Correspondingly, three-level safety supervision 
network was set up to implement independent and safety supervision, including the system 
formulation, the safety inspection, accident investigation, etc. The company leaders sign 
safety responsibility agreement with the first person responsible for safety of each unit in 
the system each year to ensure the implementation of the duties and establish a special 
safety award.

We strengthened the responsibility and deeply implemented the new “Safety Production 
Law”. The Company organized the units in the system, safety supervision and production 
management personnel by stages and in groups to take propaganda and implementation 
study, and timely revised “Regulation on Electric Power Production Accident Investigation” 
and other standards, complemented and perfected and signed safety production responsi-
bility agreement layer upon layer to implement the “three determines” ( determine the post, 

the personnel and the security responsibility), strengthen the safety consciousness and legal 
sense and strengthen the enterprise's main body responsibility.

We strengthened the control of safety production costs, defined and regulated the drawing 
and using management of safety production costs, ensuring the input in safety production. In 
2015, the Company’s investment in safety production was up to RMB 2.343 billion. By 2015, the 
cumulative investment in safety production had reached RMB 18.503 billion.

In view of the common problems and requirements, we implemented “Technical 
standard system optimization and updating maintenance” project, and built “Enterprise 
standardization business management system”, promoting the standard system integration 
methods with the business process as the forerunner to realize information management of 
the whole process of standardized construction.

We deepened the activities of building an advanced power generation enterprise with 
Yudean characteristics. In 2015, a total of 3 units were rated as AAAA-grade advanced 
power generation enterprises of 2014 and 10 units were rated as AAA-grade advanced 
power generation enterprises.

Safety Production Management

Yudean deeply implemented the new “Safety Production Law”, continuously improved the safety production management system and 

strived to consolidate the foundation of safety production management, so the safety production situation maintained smooth and positive 

as a whole.

Performance data: the fund investment
in safety production in 2015 was up to RMB
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We organized special safety check of preventing dust explosion to strengthen the governance of dust explosion on the production site; we launched overall 
special security check of inflammable and explosive dangerous chemicals, covering all the units of the Company with major hazard sources, and discovered 23 
common problems.

We strengthened safety management of construction projects. Through strict examination of the qualification of the construction team, perfecting the security 
organization, confirming the owner, the construction unit, the safety supervisors of the supervision company and the safety personnel of the team or group of the 
construction unit, we formed a safety supervision network; we vigorously promoted the construction personnel safety training and required that all construction 
personnel must undergo safety training and pass the examination before transacting entrance certificate and entering the site for construction; we strengthened 
on-site supervision and inspection, implemented daily patrol system and announced the situation of breaking the rules and regulations, and organized a group of 
experts to make irregular spot check and conducted special inspection of construction safety to Shaoguan Power Plant, Dapu Power Generation Company, Bohe 
Coal Power Company, Hongfa Hydropower Station, thermal water wind power plant and environmental protection company and Zhuhai Coal Ash Processing Plant 
and discovered a total of 294 problems and made timely rectification. In 2015, the safety management of the Company’s construction projects was controllable on 
the whole and no safety production accident happened all year round.

We successfully completed the commemorative activity for the 70th anniversary of the victory of Anti-Japanese War, the national “two sessions”, the power 
maintenance tasks of meeting the peak in summer and at major periods of important festivals.

We actively organized and took part in the national “Safety and Health Cup” Competition to enhance the employees’ safety and health awareness. In 2015, a 
total of six units were rated as the winning units of National “Safety and Health Cup” competition, and 1 person won the advanced individual award.

By the end of 2015, the highest record of the continuous safety production days of the thermal power plants was 5090 days, and the highest record of the 
hydropower plants was up to 6773 days.

20152011 2012 2013 2014Safety Production Indexes

Standard coal consumption
of power supply (g/KWH)

Annual consumption of
standard coal(ten thousand tons)

Annual consumption of fuel
oil(ten thousand tons)

Average direct station service
power consumption rate (%)

Human casualty
accident(person-time)

Major equipmen
accident(times)

Common equipment
accident(times)

Obstacles of Class C
and above(times)

321.62

3659

2.18

5.60

0

0

0

30

318.23

3290.10

1.60

5.64

0

0

0

19

314.83

3403.60

0.96

5.69

1

0

1

23

315.40

3161

0.81

5.53

0

0

0

19

314.70

2943

0.85

5.46

0

0

0
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Unit 6 of
Shandong
 Dezhou 
Huaneng 
Power Plant 
(700MW)

Unit 6 of 
Zheneng
Zhejiang
Beilun
Power Plant
(660MW)

Unit 3 of
Guangdong
Shajiao C
Power Plant 
ofYudean
Group(660MW)

Unit 2 of
National Power
Shandong
Liaocheng
Power Plant
(600MW)

Unit 1 of
Datang Inner
Mongolia
Togtoh Power
Plant(600MW)

93.74

100

88.67

100

94.39

307.45

309.89

311.1

315.27

314.03

5.07

4.75

7.34

5

5.02

2.08

0.3

0.31

2.01

1.54

86.95

83.86

82.29

80.37

78.95

Unit Equivalent 
Availability
Factor
（%）

Station
service
power
consumption
rate（%）

Total
Score

Calculated
value of 
net coal
consumption
rate
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Comprehensive
Water
Consumption
rate(kg/KWH)
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Benchmarking Management

Yudean fully implemented benchmarking management, published “Yudean 

Group Benchmarking Report” for the first time, through the excellent 

indicators of the domestic main power generation companies in the 

longitudinal benchmark, and the main indicators of the power generation 

enterprises subordinate to the Company in the lateral benchmark, we 

accurately positioned the gap and reasons, and make targeted improve-

ment and progress of specific indicators.

We established a comprehensive index system constituted by 175 indexes 
and firstly released “Yudean Group Benchmarking Report”, applying SWOT tool 
to make comprehensive analysis of the current situation of the Company and 
deeply analyze the indicators, accurately find the gap and reasons, put forward 
feasible management improvement measures, carry out the division of labor and 
make sure it was put into practice.

Guided by outstanding performance, we edited and revised “Criteria for the 
Review of Advanced Power Generation Enterprise” of new version, and through 
the ways of benchmarking of the same industry, made objective evaluation on the 
key performance indicators of production and management involving the 
operating efficiency and effectiveness of power generation enterprises, followed 
closely the implementation of the existing rules and regulations of the Company 
and conducted omni-directional closed-loop management. At the same time, we 
compiled and published the criteria for the review of wind power enterprises and 
included them in the activities of building advanced power generation enterpris-
es, driving wind power enterprises to carry out comprehensive benchmarking and 
improve the comprehensive management level.

Taking the review of advanced power generation enterprises as an opportuni-
ty, we strengthened mutual benchmarking of power generation enterprises 
subordinate to the Company, promoted communication and management 
innovation, fully improve the production and operation management level and 
enhance the overall core competitiveness of the main businesses.

The technical indexes of the generating sets subordinate to the Company 
continued to be improved. In the 2015 national thermal power 600-700 MW 
subcritical wet cooling unit competition, No.3 Unit of Shajiao C Power Plant won 
the third prize.

Through the full implementation of benchmarking management, despite the 
unfavorable factors such as the significant decline of the unit’s load rate and the 
increase of power utilization of the new environmental protection facility factory, 
the average net coal consumption rate of the coal-fired generating units in 2015 
decreased by 0.8 g/KWH year on year.

In 2015, affected by the gear shifting of the economic growth, industrial structure adjustment and other factors, the power demand of Guangdong Province 
slipped, and the growth speed of electricity demand fell, and plus the sharp increase of the western electricity due to the abundant rainfall of the southwest, the 
peak load regulation of the power generation plants of the Company and long duty-cycling control were frequent, the average utilization time of the controllable 
generator sets all year round was 4151.65 hours/unit, falling by 352.82 hours/unit, with the drop rate of 7.83%. The long-term deep peak load regulation and outage 
of the generator sets, especially the coal-fired units, can not only cause the increase of coal consumption of the unit, but also greatly affect the reliability of the 
power generation equipment.

The Company actively responded to the serious situation of gradual decline of on-grid energy and the utilization time of the generator sets, trying to improve 
the reliability of power generation equipment by all means and ensure the safe and reliable power supply of the generator set to the society. In 2015, the average 
EAF of the 84 controllable generating sets of the Company was 91.10%, leveling off that of 2014; the average utilization time of the coal-fired units within Guang-
dong Province was 4349 hours, declining by 470 hours year on year, 99 hours higher than the average utilization time of the province.

In 2015, in the reliability evaluation benchmarking of national main thermal generator sets of 2014 organized by National Energy Administration, the evaluation 
index of Unit 1 of Honghai Bay Power Generation Company was 100% (running continuously throughout the year), ranking the first in the 429 coal-fired units of 
600 MW.

Average Equivalent Availability Factor (%)

Thermal power
generating sets

Hydropower 
generating sets

Wind power 
generating sets

All generating
sets

2011

90.90

93.87

98.44

91.20

2012

90.59

91.99

98.09

90.73

2013

89.33

87.52

97.59

89.18

2014

91.36

90.14

98.36

91.26

2015

91.28

89.10

97.84

91.10

Reliability of the Power Generation Equipment

Yudean actively responded to the serious situation of power supply exceeding demand and gradual decline of on-grid energy and the utiliza-

tion time of the generator sets, taking many measures simultaneously to improve the reliability of power generation equipment and ensure 

the safe and reliable power supply of the generator set to the society.

Comparison Table of Part of the Generating Units in
the 2015 National Thermal Power 600-700 MW 
Subcritical Wet Cooling Unit Competition
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In 2015, the Company strengthened precontrol and built a complete emergency plan system. It issued a general emergency plan and 22 special emergency 
plans, linked up with the emergency plan of each system unit, forming a complete safety production emergency response system of the whole Company, and at 
the same time established Yudean emergency command center, providing effective technical support and organization guarantee for quick command and disposal 
of emergencies.

Emergency plan system

Natural
disasters

Public health
events

Accident
disasters

Social security
events

general

emergency plan

special

emergency plans

Emergency Management

Yudean actively builds a complete emergency plan system by establishing an emergency command center, strengthening the construction 

of emergency rescue teams and carrying out a variety of drills of various types, so as to improve the Company’s emergency management 

level and the ability to deal with natural disasters and accidents.

Case

The inlet air filter of the gas turbine generating unit has an 
important influence on the service life of the high-temperature 
thermal parts and combustion efficiency of the gas turbine. In 
2015 Huizhou Natural Gas Power Generation Company 
cooperated with Shenzhen Huasheng Filters Co., Ltd. and 
developed the filter products suitable for the actual needs of 
the company. After adopting the improved HEPA filters, the 
filtration efficiency has been greatly improved, the compressor 
can keep clean state all the time, the unit does not need to be 
washed, which prolongs the service life of the gas turbine 
rotor, and the air inflow maintains a clean state, which can 
improve the cooling effect and reduce the damage degree of 
the hot parts. After the project implementation, the comprehen-
sive direct income reaches RMB 7.1235 million each year.

Scheduled maintenance: in 2015, the 
average scheduled maintenance for the 

units was 1.00 time/unit, reducing by 

0.11 time/unit year on year, of which 
the maintenance for Class-A coal-fired 

units was 0.36 time/unit, dropping by 

0.02 time/unit year on year.

Unscheduled shutdown: in 2015, the 
average unscheduled shutdown was 

0.61 time/unit and basically flat year 
on year.

What measures were

mainly taken to improve

the reliability of the power

generation equipment?

4443

Main factors affecting the reliability

of the generating equipment

We did research on optimal operation and carried 
out energy consumption difference analysis and little 

index competition to promote the shift of the unit AGC to 
plant-level AGC; we summed up the experiences of blending 

combustion to improve the units’ ability to adapt to all kinds of 
fuel; we carried out special study of the outage(standby) 
maintenance of the thermal equipment and developed 
technical specification for long-term outage maintenance; we 
did a good job of production preparation before the new 
units being put into production. A series of measures 

taken, the coal consumption of low-load area could be 
reduced by 2-5 g/KWH, so that the unit safety and 

economic operation situation got better 
obviously.

We conducted research

on the safe and economic

operation of the units to response

to the new normal of low load. 

A management model of preparation, tracking 
and evaluation before, during and after the mainte-

nance was formed to ensure the planned maintenance 
process was controllable and under control; on-site 
inspection was organized at the key nodes of the mainte-
nance to check the on-site management, quality control 
and progress; we organized well the maintenance 
planning, strictly managed the contractors and the 

sub-contractor projects, pushed forward normalized 
and standardized management to improve the 

quality of maintenance and ensure that no 
safety accident occurred during the 

overhaul.

We did a good job

of equipment maintenance

and production project

management. 

 

Following the planned maintenance defect 
management requirements, we organized the 

power plants to eliminate the great defects and 
hidden dangers of a batch of equipment, improving 
the safety and reliability of the units; we strength-
ened technical supervision and made dynamic 
analysis and follow-up of the equipment status 

with big data diagnosis technology to discover 
and eliminate the great defects and hidden 

dangers of some equipment, avoiding 
serious equipment accidents.

We handled major hidden

dangers and defects

of the equipment timely to improve

the reliability of the units.

We laid emphasis on the analysis of the 
running data and status, grasped the 
problems existing in the equipment and the 
actual situation and formulated measures 
and maintenance scheme specific to the 

safety, economic and environmental 
problems of the units to improve 

their safety and economic 
efficiency.

 We paid attention to the

analysis of the running state and

improved the actual effect of

technical supervision and management. 

“Yudean Group has always been attaching great importance to safety and flood prevention work with highly responsible attitude and scientific and rigorous 
style. In the face of the serious situation of the flood prevention work this year, we will continue to strengthen the leadership, firmly establish safety 
awareness, enhance the security precautions and define the flood control responsibility to ensure that we get through the flood season safely.”

Liu Yuankun, Vice Governor of Guizhou Province

Voice

Scheduled maintenance Unscheduled shutdown
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Relying on the maintenance strength of such 5 units as Yuehua Power Generation Company, 
Shajiao A Power Plant, Shaoguan Power Plant, Zhanjiang Electric Power Company, Xinfengjiang Power 
Generation Company, we formed 5 regional power emergency rescue teams, mainly responsible for 
emergency repairs of power generation equipment, and 4 teams of them are also Guangdong provincial 
electric power emergency rescue teams.

Adopting the form of three-year rolling practice, we organized the power plants of the system to carry 
out emergency drills and organized a total of 58 contingency plan drills during the period of “safe 
production month”, and 4816 person-time attended the contingency drills. Among others, the Company 
and the subordinate Jinghai Power Generation Company together with Jieyang Municipal Government, 
the Emergency Department, Safety Supervision Bureau and Fire Department carried out Jieyang 
dangerous chemicals accident emergency drill; more than 100 people, including principals of relevant 
government departments and local enterprises observed the drill on site.

After“8 12” dangerous goods warehouse fire explosion accident of Tianjin Port, the Company organized all member units to carry out comprehensive special 
safety inspection with the theme of “finding and eliminating potential safety hazards about dangerous chemicals” in the first time, fully checked all major hazard 
sources of the power plants, including liquid ammonia areas, made key inspection to the rented and lent warehouses storing flammable and combustible danger-
ous chemicals, discovering 23 common problems and made immediate rectification and made check the rectification work throughout the Company. In 2015, no 
ammonia leak accident happened in the Company.

Case

In October 2015, a powerful typhoon “Rainbow” attacked in Zhanjiang directly, Guangdong Province, with the largest wind 15 levels. In the 
face of the attack of “Rainbow”, the Company made work deployment in advance and started the relevant contingency plans in no time, 
sparing no effort to make response. After the typhoon, the affected power plant promoted the operation of the units with the highest speed; 
after the outlet conditions were met, Unit 4 of Zhanjiang Electric Power Company and Unit 2 of Zhanjiang biomass Power Generation Compa-
ny immediately connected grid and generated power, biomass becoming the earliest units connecting grid, and made positive contributions 
to the power and water supply and the early recovery of the communication networks.

4645

A total of 

58contingency

drills were organized and

carried out during

the period of 

4816  person-time 

participated in the contin-

gency plan drills.
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“safety production month”.



Energy saving analysis and online 
optimization control technology 
research on deep peak load 
regulation of grid connection units

The project put forward a set of online optimization methods of improving the running 
efficiency of the units, which have been applied successfully in many sets of large thermal 
power units, of great significance to improving the generating sets’ ability of deep peak load 
regulation and realizing energy conservation and emissions reduction of the power plant.

Second prize Guangdong Science
and Technology Award

Research on the safety, high 
efficiency and economic operation 
features of large electro static fabric 
filter and industrial applications

The project carried out research on the operation features and optimization of large 
electrostatic fabric filter, filling up gaps at home and abroad; the research results has been 
widely applied in 9 power plants and 12 units, producing remarkable economic and social 
benefits, and the overall technical level is advanced in the world.

Second prize Guangdong Science
and Technology Award

Research on the dust removal and 
fine particles optimization control 
technology of large coal-fired units 
and the application

By integrating coal mixture of large coal-fired units, dust removal and desulfurization device 
operation optimization and potential chemical agglomeration technology after combustion, 
the project collaboratively controls the emissions of ultra fine particulate matter, and makes 
the chimney smoke and dust emission concentration reach the limit of the key area of the 
new standards.

Third prize Guangdong Science
and Technology Award

Development of new technology of 
anthracite coal boiler burning 
high-volatile bituminous coal and the 
application

The Project systematically carried out the development of new technology of anthracite 
coal boiler burning high-volatile bituminous coal for the first time, independently developing 
such key technologies as wedge-type coal dust flow gas-solid separation and enrichment 
device and the wedge-style thick and thin low NOx burner, to realize the safe, stable and 
economic operation after the boiler burns coal.

Third prize Guangdong Science
and Technology Award

Rapid inhibition technology of 
unstable vibration of large 
turbo-generator set and the 
engineering practice

The project, starting from improving the bearing stability and reducing the steam flow 
exciting force, put forward a complete set of methods of anticipating, pre-controlling and 
inhibiting the unstable vibration of large turbo-generator set, solving the corresponding safe 
operation of the unit and power grid.

Third prize Guangdong Science
and Technology Award

Research on coal dump flame 
retardant technology of large 
power station and the 
application

Through a series of research and analysis, the project developed new technology of 
predicting the spontaneous combustion of coal dump, realizing the organic combination of 
theory and engineering application, providing new technology for the effective prevention 
and control of spontaneous combustion of large coal pile, which is of great significance to 
promote safety production and energy saving of the coal of power generation.

Third prize China Power Science
and Technology Award

Research on the energy saving 
technology of air preheater 
sealing system of boilers and the 
application

The project implementation enabled the sealing of the air preheater to achieve the best 
dynamic and static coordination in the running process, almost realizing “zero” leak of 
the sealing system, solving the traditional problems of big air preheater sealing gap and 
large leakage air volume, maximally reducing the air leakage rate and improving the 
boiler thermal efficiency.

Third prize National Technological
Achievements Award
of Electric Power
Employees

National Technological
Achievements Award of
Electric Power Employees

High power plasma intelligent 
control ignition and steady 
combustion system

The project solved the economy of plasma ignition technology and the safety and reliability 
of the device; the research results reached a leading level domestically, with remarkable 
economic benefit and social benefit.

Third prize

Science and Eechnology Innovation

Yudean deeply implemented innovative development strategy, continued to increase the investment in 

science and technology, strived to cultivate technical and innovative talents, actively promoted the 

transformation from technology to productivity and broadened the enterprise’s development space 

through scientific and technological innovation.

We promoted industrial upgrading and broadened the company's development space through innovation. We mainly 
organized and completed the unit performance optimization, economic operation under low load, biomass boiler anti-corro-
sion, sea and biological pollution control and other research projects, solving a number of major technical problems. At the 
same time, we actively strived for funds for tacking technological problems from the government and received a total of 
RMB 1.98 million for scientific research projects, which could not only improve the enterprise’s reputation but also strength-
ened the interaction with the government and created better environment for business development.

We laid importance to the summarization and refinement of new results, organized 8 major innovative results to apply 
for provincial and ministerial science and technology awards, of which 2 results won the second prize at the provincial or 
ministerial level, 4 won the third prize; we organized Shajiao A Power Plant, Zhuhai Power Plant, Yunfu Power Plant, 
Zhongyue Energy Company and other units to participate in the evaluation of technical innovation achievement awards of 
the national electric power enterprises and electric power workers and won awards.

In 2015, the Company’s total investment into technological innovation was up to RMB 1.234 billion; the number of the 
engineering and technical personnel engaged in technological innovation activities was 5820, accounting for 42.8% of the 
number of all staff, of whom the personnel engaged in research and development were 573 people, accounting for 4.2% 
of all staff.

In 2015, the Company newly applied for 25 patents, of which 12 were newly-applied invention patents, 13 were practical 
new model patents, 22 were authorized patents and 7 won software copyright authorization.

Informatization Construction

Outlook 2016

Yudean enhanced informatization work and constantly raised the overall protection ability of information security and information construc-

tion management level, striving to promote the integrated development of information with other industries.

We issued “Information Safety Management Standards”, defining the information security organization, personnel information security, information assets 
security, physical environment and access control of information system, software development, information security incident management, business continuity 
management, network boundary and terminal security management, etc.

We built the Company’s risk control system, the party system and standard corporate governance video information system successively, and started the group 
operating performance evaluation module and the construction of the electricity sales system. At the same time, in order to improve the performance of the running 
system and enhance the adaptability to the business, we optimized and upgraded successively ERP financial system, Yudean business net, fuel management 
system and comprehensive statistics system.

The generator room of Zhuhai Disaster Backup Center of the Company was formally put into use, which had realized data backup of the Company’s important 
systems and initially had the ability to provide remote disaster backup data services for each unit of the system.

We amended the network and information safety emergency plan, rectified the corporate network and information security, perfected the business net authenti-
cation mechanism and started host operating system password complexity strategy. Besides, the Company also carried out comprehensive evaluation of the 
informatization construction level of the 29 power generation units of the system and established an IT assets information database.

We formulated “Network and Information Security Work Plan of the ‘Safety Production Month” of 2015”, organized experts to carry out on-site network and 
information security check to eight units, checking a total of 478 host machines, discovering 283 network and information security vulnerabilities and hidden 
hazards and made rectification.

4847

The total investment into 
technological innovation 
was up to 

RMB 1.234  billion

The number of engineer-
ing technicians: 

5820

Accounting for 
42.8%
of all staff

Winning projects Award GradeAward Type Application effect

Major Scientific and Technological Achievements

Major concerns Action plan

Do a good job of 

safety production 

management 

work comprehen-

sively

Long-term deep 
peak load regulation 
of the generating 
sets seriously 
affects the unit 
safety, environmen-
tal protection and 
benefits

Frequent occur-

rence of such 

natural disasters as 

earthquake and 

typhoon

Technical 

research and 

development 

and innovation

Define objectives and implement “three responsibilities” (understand responsibility, perform responsibility and 
trace responsibility) to ensure the security and stability

Strengthen the management of hazardous chemicals and major hazard sources, pay special attention to the 
three preventions and safety management of the reservoir dams 

Continue to carry out safety technical training among the entire personnel and strengthen safety awareness

Intensify safety management of the contractors

Constantly optimize the operation mode of the generator sets, strengthen equipment technology supervision to 
effectively improve the reliability of the power generation equipment

Do a good job of equipment maintenance carefully, deal with all sorts of hidden dangers and defects of the 
equipment timely

We will further improve the emergency management system and enhance the level of preventing and fighting 
against disasters.

Carry out all kinds of emergency drills pertinently to enhance the emergency management level of each unit 

Strengthen the transformation and application of scientific and technological achievements, enhance the ability 
and level of transforming scientific research achievements and promote the market value of scientific and 
technological achievements

Cultivate technological and innovative talents and stimulate the  technical workers’ enthusiasm to probe into 
technology and strengthen innovation
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Effectiveness of Power Generation

Power Development

Diversified Industries

Industrial Distribution

Funds, Asset Management and Capital Operation

Compliance

Risk Control

Outlook 2016

12 3

Excellence of Yudean

5049
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While keeping the strategic cooperation relationship with the large domestic coal enterprises, we made use of the 
regional advantages, chose opportunity and price and kept a certain scale of purchasing imported coal and playing 
the role of the “weighting apparatus” of price. Annual purchasing proportion of the imported coal was 22.66%.The 
transport capacity scale of “power-coal combination transport capacity pool “was enlarged to 1.44 million tons, 
increasing 11.73% year-on-year; the transport price of power-coal was reduced by 14.5% year on year, saving the 
transport cost of power-coal RMB 0.276 billion.

We actively participated in the direct supply power work of the large consumers. As the important member unit of 
the direct trading work of large power users in Guangdong Province, Yuedean actively participated in the making of 
the market trading rules, advocated the stable promotion of the pilot work and the reasonable control of the scale and 
the reasonable regulation of competitive strength and other reform ideas and orderly guided the market competition. 
At the same time, Yudean has constantly improved the operation mechanism of power market competition. The direct 
trading power of large users which Yudean participated in reached 7.84 billion KWH in 2015.Thereinto, the annual 
negotiated trading power was 5.82 billion KWH; the monthly competitive trading power was 2.02 billion; the accumu-
lated surrender part of the profits was RMB 53.3 million, supplying powerful support for the stable development of the 
industries and enterprises in Guangdong Province.

On July 24, 2015, Yudean Electric Power Sales Company was founded, marking that the electricity system reform 
work of Yudean entered a substantive stage. The key work of the electricity sales company involved electricity sales 
and services, electricity purchasing and sale trade, new energy electricity trade, electricity and e-commerce 
business, professional services for power customers and other fields.

Effectiveness of Power Generation

Yudean has centred on the overall business objective, lays emphasis on market orientation, strengthens benefit as the center, explores 

deeply and enhances the effects widely, strives for more power indicators and generates more beneficial power. It has better coped with the 

severe power market environment and kept stronger profitability.

47.77%

18.60%
33.63%

Market share of power generation and purchase of Guangdong (%) 

purchased power from other provinces 

other generated power in the province 

Generated power in the province 
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striving for more 

4.06  billion KWH 

than the power indicator

Participating in the large users’s 
direct trading power

7.84  billion KWH

On-grid power (100 million KWH)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1190.54 1168.60 1200.11 1135.48 1085.56

Coal power

Hydropower

Natural gas power generation

Others

921.57

86.59

67.14

10.26

84.9

8.0

6.2

0.9

category
on-grid power

Ratio（%）

Ratio of the on-grid energy of the generating sets with 

different energy forms

The on-grid power fell back due to the relatively slowing down of the 
power demands and the sharp increase of the transmission of western 
power in 2015. It fell 4.4% year on year when the attained on-grid power 
annually was 108.556 billion KWH (including the debugging power 0.55 billion 

KWH). Thereinto, the on-grid power of the controllable power plants in 
Guangdong Province was 93.573 billion KWH, falling 5.8% year on year; the 
on-grid power of the controllable power plants outside the province was 
14.983 KWH, with the year-on-year increase 5.7%.

The on-grid power of the controllable power plants in Guangdong 
Province accounted for 18.6% of the purchasing power of unified dispatch-
ing set in the whole province, falling 1.5% year-on-year; it accounted for 28 
% of the purchasing power of unified dispatching in the province, falling 
1.5% year on year；it accounted for 31.4% of the purchasing power of the 
central dispatching set, fell 1.5% year-on-year.

Market shares benchmarking evaluation system was established. We 
implemented multi-level marketing strategy and actively strived for 
beneficial power quantity and prices, obtaining the power indicator of extra 
4.06 billion KWH. The plan fulfillment progress of the coal-fire units in 
Guangdong was 1.9% more than the average level of the whole province; 
the utilized hours were 99 hours more than the average level of the whole 
province.

By flexibly controlling the domestic annual contract fulfillment rate, 
increasing the purchasing quantity of the high-quality and low-priced import 
coal, playing the transportation advantages of Caofeidian special site, 
optimizing inventory management and so on, the annual average purchase 
prices of electric coal was lower than the homochronous market converted 
price and saved costs about RMB 400 million. Thereinto, by means of the 
new bidding purchasing model of fuels, 3450,000 tons of coal were 
purchased successfully by bidding in the whole year and saved about RMB 
100 million.

We finished the revision of “Fuel procurement management approaches” 
“Fuel bidding procurement management approaches” and “Fuel internal 
market pricing management approaches”, reengineered a new system of 
fuel progress management and regarded the coal plan management as the 
leader, endeavoring to form synergistic benefits of power, coal, transport 
and other industries.

Case

Xinfengjiang reservoir in flowed 4.886 billion m³ water in 2015 and declined 18.8% compared to the long-time average value and it was a dry 
year. Facing the adverse situation, Xinfengjiang Power Plant took actions initiatively and took effective measures to optimize the reservoir 
dispatch and raise load rate of the units. It gave full play to power generation, energy saving, environmental protection and other comprehen-
sive benefits. The annual average water level of reservoir was 109.18m and increased 6.49m compared to the long-time average value; water 
for power generation was 4.62 billion m³ and decreased 0.958 billion m³ compared to the long-time average water for power generation, but 
the generated energy was as much as the long-time average value; the average water consumption rate for power generation was 5.56 
m³/KWH and decreased 1.44 m³/KWH compared to the long-time average water consumption rate for power generation in dry years; the 
decrease in water consumption can raise power generation 215 million KWH and increase income RMB 59.35 million, equivalent to reduction 
of 68,800 tons coal and 171, 300 tons CO emission. The water level at the end of the flood reason was 110.84 m and increased 5.49 m 
compared to the value at the same period in dry years and increased water supply of 1.6 billion m³ in dry years.

2

“Yudean Group is a 
power generation group 
which runs steadily and 
develops with staying 
power. It got good 
performance in many 
aspects such as safety 
production, operation, 
investment, reform, 
technical innovation, 
corporate governance and 
so on  in 2015. I always 
have full confidence that 
Yudean shall be stronger, 
larger and better”.

Voice:

   ——Liu Wencheng Chief 
Economist of Huaneng Group

（100 million KWH）



Dapu power plant under construction

Power projects （MW）Scal Type Location (province and city) Approval and construction progress

Hongfa Hydropower Station

Yunnan Lincang Dayakou Hydropower Station 

Huizhou LNG Power Plant Second-phase 
Cogeneration Project

Xinhui Power Plant Natural Gas Cogeneration Project

Huangpu Power Plant Natural Gas 
Cogeneration Project

Zhongshan Triangle Natural Gas 
Cogeneration Project

Maoming Dianbai ReshuiWind Power Project

Guizhou Pan County Changshanjing  
Wind Farm Project

Guizhou Zunyi Xianren Mountain 
Wind Power Project

Xuwen Shibanling Wind Power Project

Leizhou Hongxinlou Wind Power Project

Guangdong Yudean Xuwen Qujie Wind Power Project

Guizhou Shiqian Dading Mountain Wind Power Project

Maoming Dianbai Baima Wind Power 

Heyuan Heping Ziyunzhang Wind Farm 

Guizhou Dabang Mountain Wind Farm

Guizhou Congjiang Leijiapo Wind Farm

Coal bed gas Paper Factory Low-concentration 
Methane Power Generation Project

Laowadi Coal bed gas Power Generation Project

Yudean Huaxing Photoelectricity and 
Photovoltaic Power generaton Project

Guangdong Yudean Huaxing Photoelectricity and 
Photovoltaic Power generaton Project (second phase) 

Guangdong Yudean Nanwu Photovoltaic Power 
generaton Project (second phase)

Maoming Open-pit Forest-light Complementary Project

Yangjiang Salt Field Shuangyu Salt-light 
Complementary Project

Yangjiang Zhilong Farm 21 Team Photovoltaic 
Comprehensive Development Project

Already put into production

Unit 1 has been put into production, 
unit 2 to be put into production in 2016.

Shaoguan Power Generation Plant “developing large 
units and suppressing small ones” extension project

Tai Po Power Plant “developing large units and 
suppressing small ones” new construction project

2×600

2×600

1×50

102

3×460

2×350

2×390

3×400

49.5

16.4

49.3

49.5

49.5

49.5

48

49.5

49.5

150

48

3×0.7

6×0.7

12.38

7.00

2.65

100

100

50

Thermal power

Thermal power

Hydropower

Hydropower

Natural gas 
power generation 

Natural gas 
power generation

Natural gas 
power generation

Natural gas 
power generation

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Wind power

Coal bed gas 
power generation

Coal bed gas 
power generation

Solar power 
generation

Solar power 
generation

Solar power 
generation

Solar power 
generation

Solar power 
generation

Solar power 
generation

Shaoguan, Guangdong

Meizhou, Guangdong

Qingyuan, Guangdong Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Under construction

Be approved

Be approved

Be approved

Be approved

Be put into production in March, 2016

Be put into production

Be put into production

Be put into production

Be put into production

Be put into production

Be put into production

Be put on records

Be put on records

Be put on records

Lincang, Yunnan

Huizhou, Guangdong

Jiangmen, Guangdong

Guangzhou, Guangdong

Zhongshan, Guangdong

Maoming, Guangdong

Liupanshui, Guizhou

Zunyi, Guizhou

Zhanjiang, Guangdong

Zhanjiang, Guangdong

Zhanjiang, Guangdong

Tongren, Guizhou

Maoming, Guangdong

Heyuan, Guangdong

Southeast Qian, Guizhou 

Southeast Qian, Guizhou

Liupanshui, Guizhou

Liupanshui, Guizhou

Shenzhen, Guangdong

Shenzhen, Guangdong

Guangzhou, Guangdong

Maoming, Guangdong

Yangjiang, Guangdong

Yangjiang, Guangdong

Construction of power projects
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Yudean actively copes with the external furious competition environment and makes efforts to change the development mode; it optimizes 

industrial structure and energy distribution, promotes the synergetic development of power business development and construction and 

relevant diversified industries by all means, highlighting the synchronous improvement of development quality and benefit.

Power Development

In 2005, the total power projects of Yudean under construction was 5132 MW; the total production capacity was 
2098.5 MW and the controllable capacity was 29085.6 MW.

We made efforts to overcome the difficulties of the further narrowed of the national coal-power project construc-
tion space and the further tight of the environment protection policies. Bohe, Huilai, Pinghai, Yunfu, No.5 and 6  units 
of Pannan and Shuicheng Gemudi project have been listed in the national construction plan reported by Guangdong 
Province or Guizhou Province. The expansion or heat-power generation preliminary work of Shanwei, Yangjiang, 
Zhuhai, Zhanjiang, Dapu, Shaoguan, Maoming, Luoding was propelled orderly and the upgrade and renovation 
projects of Huangpu and Shajiao A power plants was started.

The preliminary work of gas-power projects of Huadu, Zhaoaqing, Qianwan and so on was propelled with all 
strength. Huadu and Zhaoqing projects have been listed in “Centralized heating implementation plan of Guangdong 
Province, industrial park and industrial cluster district (2015-2017)”. The accumulated scale of the company’s gas-pow-
er project takes ONE third of approved gas-power projects in Guangdong Province. At the same time, the preliminary 
work of Xinhui IGCC power generation test platform was propelled orderly and the development opportunity of 
enlarging the coal-gas power generation project was sought actively.

In 2015, the Company actively developed wind power, photovoltaic power generation and other new energy 
projects. The newly-commenced energy projects were about 360 MW and 659.3 MW was approved and 399 MW 
wind power was listed in national approval plan. Up to the end of 2015, wind power, solar energy and biomass put 
into production was 497.1 MW, and the approved construction was 896 MW and Baima, Ziyunzhang and other three 
wind-power projects were approved. Photovoltaic power generation expanded distributively from roof to ground 
power stations and signed the cooperation framework agreement with Guangdong Salt Group and Provincial Agricul-
tural Reclamation Group. Xiuwen Shichang dam project had attained the first travel permit of pumped-storage 
project. The participation work of Lufeng nuclear power and Huizhou nuclear power was propelled orderly.

We steadily implemented the strategy of “going out”. Despite the unremitting efforts, the Company was 
recommended by the Chinese government and listed in the short list which was the lease and buyback project of 
Indonesia's first 10,000 MW coal-fired power plants. At the same time, we actively propelled the Jordan of oil shale 
mine power joint operation project and the Indonesia’s and Burma’s coal-fired power projects.

the total power supply projects 
under construction were 

5132MW

The total production capacity was 

2098.5MW

The total controllable installed 
capacity was 

29085.6MW



Controllable Power Project DistributionEnergy Structure

Unit Capacity Structure （%）

62.9%

Thermal 
Power Plant

Hydraulic 
Power Plant

Wind 
Power Plant

Gas Power 
Generation Station

LNG Power 
Plant

Biomass Power 
Plant

Hydraulic Power 
Plant

Maoming Power Plant 
（1100MW）

Luoding Power Plant 
（270MW）

Yunfu Power Plant 
（850MW）

Shunde Midea 
Photovoltaic
Power Station 

（21.8MW）

Guangzhou Higher 
Education Mega 
Center Photovoltaic 
Power Station 
（3MW）

Guangzhou P&G 
Photovoltaic Power 
Station
（1MW）

Zhanjiang Biomass 
Power Generation Plant 
Photovoltaic Power Station 
（1MW）

Zhanjiang Biomass 
Power Generation Plant
（100MW）

Zhanjiang Power Plant 
（1320MW）

Tiaoshun Power Plant 
（1200MW）

Zhanjiang Yangqian Wind Power Farm 
（49.5MW）

Xuwen Warrior Wind Power Farm 
（49.5MW）

Maoming Reshui Wind Power Farm 
（49.5MW）

Nansha Development Zone 
Photovoltaic Power Station 
（10MW）

Nansha Midea Photovoltaic Power Station 
（2.12MW）

Zhuhai Power Plant 
（1400MW）

Pinghai Power Plant 
（2000MW）

Jinfa Science&Technology 
Photovoltaic Power Station 
（6.1MW）

Shajiao A 
Power Plant
（1290MW） Shanwei Power Plant 

（2520MW）

Jinwan Company 
（1200MW）

Huangpu Power Plant 
（660MW）

Nanshui Hydraulic Power Plant 
（75MW）

Shaoguan Power 
Plant 
（1980MW）

Xinfengjiang Hydraulic 
Power Station 
（335MW）

Shibeishan Wind 
Power Farm 
（100.2MW）

Huizhou LNG Power Plant 
（1170MW）

Penglatan Hydraulic 
Power Plant 
（44MW）

Dapu Power Plant 
（660MW）

Qingxi Hydraulic Power Plant 
（144MW）

Changtan Hydraulic 
Power Plant 
（60MW）

Guangzhou

Huilai Power Plant 
（3200MW）

Qianwan LNG Power Plant 
（1170MW）

Huaxing Photovoltaic Power Station 
（19.38MW）

Mei County Power Plant 
（270MW）

Nanwu Photovoltaic Power Plant 
（4.15MW）

Liuxihe Hydraulic Power Plant 
（50MW）

Fengshu Dam Hydraulic 
Power Plant 
（160MW）

Changhu Hydraulic 
Power Plant 
（76MW）

Shajiao C 
Power Plant 
（1980MW）

Yunnan Province

Guizhou 
Province

Zunyi Xianren Mountain 
Wind Power Farm

Guizhou Pannan 
Power Plant 
（2400MW）

Guizhou Baogu Mountain 
Gas Power Plant 
（4.2MW）

Tianyi Hydropower Plant
（1200MW）

Changshanjing Wind 
Power Farm
（16.4MW）

Yunnan Nanrongtian Hydraulic 
Power Station（6.4MW）

Yunnan Gualanzi River Hydraulic 
Power Station （2.4MW）

Yunnan Xintangfang Hydraulic 
Power Station （18MW）

（30.6MW）

Installed Capacity (10,000KW)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2480.97 2674.73 2686.16 2695.68 2908.56

Installed Capacity of 600MW and above (10,000KW)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1390 1590 1650 1650 1830

8.1%

Natural gas power 
generation

7.5%
Hydropower 

0.8%
Wind power 

0.34%

Biomass power 
generation 

0.26%

Photovoltaic power 
generation 

0.02%

Methane power 
generation 

83%
Coal power 

10.4%26.7%

The units of 600 
MW and above a
ccounted for 

the units of 300MW 
and above to 600MW 
accounted for

the units below 300 
MW accounted for 
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In 2015, the Company’s shipping sector overcome 
the disadvantages of depressed shipping market and 
the retirement of own transport capacity and achieve 
the annual business objectives. The Company’s total 
transport capacity had completed 606 voyage 
transport all over the year; the total freight tonnages 
was 39.10 million tons, with the year-on-year 
decrease 4%，including the total market volume of 
shipment of 15.29 million tons and the market 
proportion of 39%, exceeding 35% of the annual plan. 
At the same time, the promotion of the shipping 
business market efficiency laid the foundation for the 
adjustment of power coal transport price. Company’s 
annual power coal transport price fell by RMB 10.5 
/ton, saving the costs of power coal transport RMB 
372 million.

We founded a shipping service company, actively 
propelling the cooperation with MSK and the founda-
tion of the towing company and comprehensively 
promoting the market competition ability. A new 
"Solomon - Shandong" ship route was opened and 
the ship routes of Atlantic Ocean were expanded; the 
market revenue rotation volume of freight transport of 
the tug business was 45.6%, with year-on-year 
increase 1.1%.

By the end of December 2015, the shipping 
enterprises of company wholly owned or controllable 
had reached 5; the dry bulk ships had reached 34; 
controllable transport scale had been 2.41 million 
tons and ranked first in the province and fifth in China. 

Bohe Coal Wharf Project is under construction 
and the preliminary work of Yangjiang Port NO.5-7 
berths are propelled orderly. In 2015, the cargo 
handling capacity of Yangjiang Port was 4.4666 

Industry Proportion 

76%
10%

14%

Transport Capacity Scale of domestic shipping enterprises in 2015.

(Note: The above Data was derived from the enterprise portal sites and 
the Data was ended on December 31th, 2015.)

Ranking Enterprise Name
Transport Capacity 
Scale (10,000 tons)

“Yudean NO.51”ship which is unloading coal at wharf

Diversified Industries

Yudean made efforts to achieve the coordinated development of “one primary and many secondary suppliers”. Diversification business 

operated well. The total revenue of coal, shipping, port, environmental protection by-products, supply of heat and so on was RMB 18.309 

billion.

primary business: 
production and supply and relevant technical service of power, heat, 
fuel gas and so on. 

secondary business: 
development, utilization and relevant logistics of resources such as coal 
and related environmental products of power generation.

third business: 
related financial services.

Resources

Relying on the advantage of Caofeidian special 
field, deeply propelled the comprehensive coopera-
tion with clients about coal purchase and sale, giving 
play to the advantage of scale purchase, gradually 
cultivating and developing the upstream and 
downstream coal customers of stable long-term 
cooperation, especially increasing the large coal 
customer resources of Pearl River Delta. The foreign 
sales of coal has been rapidly developing at an 
average growth rate of 86% since developed coal’s 
foreign business in 2010 and had reached the peak of 
3.09 million tons in 2015.

By the end of 2015, the number of shared coal 
mines was 7 and the rights capacity reached 6.54 
million tons every year; the rights capacity of 2015 
was 5.88 million tons, year-on-year increase 0.36 
million tons, increased 6.5%.

The total foreign sales of coal was 3.09 million tons 
in 2015, year-on-year increasing 2.3%，net profit was 
RMB 4.10 million, year-on-year decreasing 10.9%. 

1

2

3

4

5

China Cosco Shipping Co. Ltd

Sinotrans&CSC Holdings Co. Ltd

Shandong Shipping Co. Ltd

China Merchants Energy 
Shipping Co. Ltd

Guangdong Yudean Group Co. Ltd

About 4000

About 500

483

317

241
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Environmental Protection

We invested and constructed the comprehensive utilization project of the resources of Zhuahai, building the project of 1.2 million 
tons/year fly ash separation and levigation. At the same time, we actively and steadily carried out the preliminary work of the denitration 
catalyst production and regeneration projects.

The environmental protection company continued to follow the development strategy of "planning as a whole, materialization, industry 
extension" and gradually regulated and managed as a whole the environmental protection business. As the platform of Yudean carbon asset 
business operation and management, we actively expanded outward the third-party carbon emissions for verification and certified the 
development of emission reduction projects and other related business and attained the carbon pilot verification institutions qualification in 
Guangdong Province.

In 2015, the sales of the Company’s environmental protection by-products fell 7.28% year on year. In response to the fluctuation of fly 
ash market to include the pricing, the operation revenue decreased 7.09% year on year.

Logistics

handling capacity of Yangjiang Port was 4.4666 million tons. Through the 
measures of internal tapping, proper increasing the power coal transfer, 
improving the work efficiency of ports and so on, the costs fell 14.06% year 
on year.



Finance

The financial sector architecture has been initially formed that it leaded by Guangdong Yudean financial Co., Ltd. which was 
wholly-owned holding and wholly holded Shenzhen Tianxin Insurance Brokerage Company and invested to be the No.1 shareholder 
(shareholding proportion 9.9%) of Zhuhai Rural Commercial Bank.

By the end of 2015, the total asset of the financial company had been RMB 17.086 billion, increasing 4.16% year on year. The member 
units which had opened accounts in financial company had reached 107; the coecting rate of the appraisal caliber money had reached 
96.44%; absorption of balance had been RMB 14.404 billion, year-on-year increase 4.39%; credit balance (including discount) had been 
RMB 11.104 billion, year-on-year increase 1.22%；The settlement amount transacted in financial company increased progressively year by 
year. Settlement in the whole year of 2015 amounted to RMB 831.2 billion and concentration ratio of settlement amounted to 92.31%.

Public Products and Services

We actively carried out the preliminary work of holding receiving stations. Yangjiang LNG project founded a project company. 
Shenzhen-Shantou cooperation zone and Shantou LNG project also propelled the preliminary construction work, gave great impetus to the 
share right restructuring of network companies in Guangdong, carried out assets audit and assessment and other relevant work, organized 
natural gas companies as the leaders to carry out the work of purchasing natural gas, providing the gas supply guarantee for Yudean 
cogeneration project.

We gave great impetus to the preliminary work of Huadu, Zhaoqing, Qianwan gas power projects. Huadu and Zhaoqing and other 
projects have been listed in “Guangdong industrial park and industrial agglomeration’s centralized heating implement solutions (2015-2017)”. 
In 2015, based on Jinwan Power Generation Company, Zhenneng thermo company, Huizhou Gas Power Generation Company, the heating 
income of newly-increased Shajiao A Power Plant amounted to RMB 134 million, basically flat year on year.

We actively develop water supply industry and propel the water supply project of Shaoguan Nanshui reservoir; the project had attained 
the approval of Guangdong DRC in June, 2015. It is predicted that the water demand of Shaoguan City and the surrounding countryside for 
development in the future shall be nearly met after putting the project into production.

Case

In 2015, facing the intricate external market environment and the change of internal capital operation strategy, financial company implement-
ed the operation principle of “scale gets benefit “and the business upgrade of “initiative to quantify”; it took dismantlement and deposit 
business as the breakthrough and increased the trading scale and liveness in the interbank market and realized market profit of no occupa-
tion of funds; it propelled the strategy of “price competition “and kept the yield rate increasing instead of decreasing year on year in the 
downward and liquidity market interest rates. "Keep up with the market, expand the alternative" to optimize the structure of monetary fund 
investment and actively recovered the influence of narrowing profit gap to profit. The annual average daily credit scale of Company was RMB 
10.033 billion, Completing 104.74% of the good value of the annual appraisal target; accumulative total profit was RMB 398 million and 
completed 118.57% of the good value of the annual appraisal target, breaking a record profit again since the Company was founded.

Industrial Distribution

Domestic Industrial 

Distribution

Foreign Industrial 

Distribution
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Power and Coal in 

Yunnan

Power in 

Mexico

 Coal in 

Shanxi

Power and 
Coal in 

Guizhou

Power and 
Coal in 

Mongolia

Power in 

UK

Coal in 
Indonesia

Power and 
Coal in 
Australia

Power in 
Netherlands



We develop the foreign investment and merger work actively and prudently and give full play to the direct 
financing effect of capital market. Stock Corporations obtained the holding right of Lincang Company which was the 
first holding project through replacing part of shareholding of Yunnan Prestige Company; Yudean Guizhou Company 
purchased 35.5% shareholding of Yueqian company held by Jinyuan Group and 6.5% shareholding of other 3 small 
shareholders, optimizing the power supply structure and strategic layout of the company in southwest area; the stock 
corporation completed the purchasing of Zhenneng Company’s part shareholding. Speeded up the research of 
promoting Yudean power to financing in non-public way in the capital market; strengthened the direct financing ability 
of the company in the capital markets.

Total Assets (RMB 100 million)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1321.73 1295.75 1289.52 1309.66 1290.83

Net Assets (RMB 100 million)

360.90 382.14 410.87 433.21 458.37
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Funds, Asset Management and Capital Operation

Yudean takes the main line of strengthening overall management of funds, accelerating detailed management of funds and broadening 

financing channels, improves the service efficiency of funds, saves the cost of funds, guarantees the security of funds, strengthens opera-

tion of capital, accelerates the optimization and reconstruction of stock assets, steadily promotes the foreign merger and investment and 

effectively improves the overall quality of the Company’s assets.

Asset-liability rate fell 

3％ year on year

1.5  billion

Credit support RMB 

Case

On July 30, 2015, Yudean Group and CLP Jinyuan Group formally signed equity transaction contract about Guizhou Yueqian Power Co., Ltd., 
marking Yudean Group successfully purchased 35.5% stake of Jinyuan Group and further strengthened Yudean Group’s control on Yueqian 
company. At the same time, combine with the reform and innovation pilot work of system and mechanism; take Yudean Guizhou company as 
investment subject to purchase the stock equity of Yueqian company. It built a solid foundation for that Yudean Guizhou company shall make 
regional platform company and promote the competitiveness and influence in Guizhou.

It has made the funds management strategy and guided policy of 
“controlling the increment and optimizing the stock”, leading all units to 
reduce redundant funds and compress new bank loan scale and optimize 
loan structure. At the same time of meeting the demand of company 
development funds, the asset-liability management was optimized and the 
asset-liability rate fell 3% year on year and reached the lowest level in the 
past five years. It promoted company’s security and development space. 

We comprehensively strengthen the overall management of funds, 
actively carry out the structure optimization of stock loans and reduce the 
fund precipitation, complete the financing work of Shaoguan, Dapu and new 
resource projects which total more than RMB 13 billion to achieve the 
optimum condition of the interest rate market. More than RMB 8 billion 
medium-long term loans got the interest adjustment and optimization and 
the total saving of financial cost was RMB 283 million.

The enterprise bond that was first raised was RMB 1.5 billion. The 
coupon rate was at the lower level of the non-financial companies at the 
same level in the same period. Further broaden company’s financing 
channels and lock the lower and long-term financing cost.

We actively guided the financial resources of Guangdong to participate 
in the financing work of the Company’s remote new resource project and 
realized the zero breakthrough of financial institutions of Guangdong 
lending to the Company’s remote projects, achieving the financing of RMB 
1.5 billion in total of the first-batch three wind power projects of Guizhou, 
Inner Mongolia Baiyun Ebo and so on with the lower interest rate of 5-10% 
and saving the financial cost of RMB 90 million within the loan period.

The declaration and approval of cross-border Renminbi capital pools 
were advantageous to realize the interconnection of company’s domestic 
and abroad funds and convenient to bring in the overseas lower-cost funds. 
We signed the strategic cooperation agreement of "going out" with overseas 
financial institutions for the first time and obtained RMB 10 billion credit 
support to help with the Company’s overseas development.

We integrate the advantage resources and optimize the stock capital 
structure, promote the restructuring of solar branch office and transfer 
assets at the expiration of cooperation with Guanghe company and other 
projects, implement the capital restructuring of Yudean Guizhou company 
holding Yue Qian company and holding 23% shares of Beipanjiang compa-
ny, transact the stock capital optimization work of Zhanjiang Biomass Power 
Generation Company and increasing assets of Southern Power Grid 
Comprehensive Energy Company, with the total amount of about RMB 480 
million. We steadily accelerate the shutdown work of the relevant power 
plants, support the development of relevant industries by eliminating 
inefficient capacity and aggregating advantage resources.

Enterprise Bond that first raised RMB 

10billion
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Paid Taxes (RMB 100 million)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

53.68 52.47 73.45 77.46 77.52

Tax Payment by Law

About RMB 7.752 billion of taxes were paid in 2015. Since it was founded in 2001, Yudean have 
paid about RMB 77.128 billion of taxes in total. There has been no tax evasion event in the Compa-
ny and the system units, and 16 units of the Company won the title of class A taxpayer.

Yudean insists on the integrity operation, governance according to law and is devoted to building a complete honesty and legal management 

system. It works around the center of production and operation; constantly pushing forward the construction of the style. It strengthens the 

internal audit and honest and self-discipline, effectively promoting the company’s healthy and long-term development.

Compliance

Yudean’s main credit rating is 

AAA

The rating outlook is 

stable

Completed 

116 
audit projects 

Put forward 

393  

audit opinions and 

advices 

Accelerated and promoted 
economic benefit RMB 

6.52 million 

Integrity Construction

Adhere to the integrity operation, governance according to law; pay attention to contract 
management; constantly perfect the whole period and the prevention mechanism of multi-di-
mensional legal risk, guarantee the production and operation of an enterprise steady and 
compliant. In 2015, the performance of contracts was good. The whole life cycle management 
of headquarters contracts was 122 copies; the major issues of tracking subcompanies were 
167; effective handled law-related disputes 16 pieces, Maintaining company’s interests to the 
greatest extent.

According to the report of CCXI, Yudean’s main credit rating is AAA and the rating outlook 
is stable.

Legal Management

We have made "Legal Affairs Management Methods", which covers all links of company’s 
legal management and clearly specifies the legal management organization and work system 
of company. We have made mandatary management measures of the outside lawyers and 
standardized the use and supervision of external legal resources and improved the whole 
system’s prevention capacity for legal risk.

Relying on the legal management information system, we deeply integrate the legal audit 
into the business process, guard against legal risks all-around and guarantee the legitimate 
rights and interests of enterprises. 13 annual audit regulations ensured the Company’s rules 
and regulations legal and compliant; the key of prevention was the beforehand risks of major 
business decisions; legal opinions were issued for 153 times, and audited 167 company’s 
major decision issues.

We constantly promote the legal training and work, improve the staff's compliance 
consciousness and legal personnel's professional quality, publish the “General Law Express” 
monthly to interpret the relevant specification to be easily understand, combining the reality of 
enterprises or the power industry; we specifically compile the monographic research and 
strengthen the legal publicity of investment, merger and acquisition and other key fields.

Internal Audit

Focusing on the risk and hazard of business operation, we organize and implement the 
audit work such as economic responsibility audit, capital construction audit, financial revenue 
and expenditure audit, economic benefit audit and so on. We carry out the supervision of 
supplies and engineering procurement bidding and contract management and other major 
daily issues and supervise the audit to find the issue’s rectification and implementation.

The total annual issues that had been completed and audited were 116; the total amount of 
the audit was RMB 49.4 billion; 393 pieces of opinions and advices were put forward, which 
promoted the economic benefit RMB 6.52 million.

Honest and Self-disciplined

We insist on the policies of seeking both temporary and permanent solutions, comprehen-
sive treatment, punishing and prevention, paying attention to the policy of prevention, incorpo-
rating the construction of a clean government into the overall layout of the company’s reform 
and development work, and carries out research, deployment, implementation and evaluation 
together with the production and operation. 

The key tasks and work responsibility are broken down and specified to individuals, forming 
the responsibility system of transverse to the edge, length to the end and covering the whole. 
We deeply carry out the goal education, discipline education, regulation education within the 
Party and style education with the theme of "discipline, rules, for example" and propel the 
honest cultural construction.

We organize 6 business units to constitute 5 inspection groups, inspect the rectification 
process of the 50 subordinate units of the Company, such as the implementation of the respon-
sibility system for the party to build a clean government, official business cars, and official 
occupancy and so on. We build the enterprise atmosphere of fresh and clean air by termwise 
and strictly implementing the Party’s eight regulations.

We strengthen the bidding supervision and strictly implement the system of bidding, supervise 
the overall process of the bidding, bid opening, bid assessment and bid selection activities, 
organize supervisory personnels from the system units to supervise crosswise and improve the 
whole level of bidding supervision. In 2015, the total of the bidding supervision was 104.

"Yudean group has 
always adhered to the 
reform and innovation 
and have got results in 
the enterprise scale, 
benefit, management 
control, etc. Yudean 
Group shall continue to 
unify thoughts, seize the 
opportunity to unswerv-
ingly propel deepening 
reform and innovation 
and promote scientific 
development."

Voice

Since its establishment, Yudean 
have paid about RMB 

77.128  billion 
of taxes in total.

——Wu Yanjun, Vice 
Minister of Guangdong 
Provincial Party 
Committee Organization 
Department
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Risk Control

Yudean, risk oriented, carried out the decision management system construction of "three majors and one big" and intensified the preven-

tion and control of decision-risk; took the construction of risk control system, risk control self-assessment and risk control informatization 

construction as the gripper, comprehensively promoted the continuous optimization of company risk control management and overall 

improvement.

We start from two aspects of “complete coverage of decision-making 
control" and” accurate decision-making items ". In line with the principle of 
"in accordance with the law, risk prevention and control, giving consideration 
to efficiency", we have made the decision management methods (trial 

implementation) of “three majors and one essential” and the decision items 
management list. By using the closed-loop management, we gradually form 
a long-term scientific and democratic decision-making mechanism.

We steadily pushed forward and focus on organizing provincial wind 
power companies, development companies and Yuehua Power Generation 
Company to carry out the construction of risk control system and gradually 
expanded the group’s risk control coverage to 22 enterprises (about 75% of 

the group's total assets).

We develop and construct the "three supervisions" information system 
platform, including the Company’s risk control, audit and supervisory board, 
promote the supervision administration to stride forward from institutional-
ized and process to informatization.

We innovatively developed the tools of valuating Yudean’s risk control 
maturity, made "qualitative and quantitative" analysis of the current situation 
of four thermal power plants’ risk control management. The objective 
evaluation of risk control maturity was 80.2 (relatively mature), putting 
forward 196 reform suggestions and 237 optimization advices.

Buildings of Nanshui Power Station

Totally risk control optimization thermal drawing of 
system’s four coal-fired power plants

Total score of risk control maturity-

            80.2
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Mature (There are some sustainable control activities) 

85-100
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in the medium term) 60-75

Immature （need to consider improvement action in 
the short term）below 60

Relative Mature (need consideration, adopt long-term 

improvement action) 75-85

Constantly optimize industry layout, vigorously expand new resources project.

Further strengthen the synergetic development of related multi-industry; promote the self-opera-
tion capacity and profitability of related business.

Scientifically make capital operation plan, constantly optimize asset and business structures; 
realize the maintaining or increasing value of national asset. 

Strengthen communication and actively strive for power generation index.

Simultaneously develop various measures, increase efficiency and decrease 
cost, more beneficial power generation 

Comply with nation’s power system reform, seize the opportunity and actively expand new 
operation space.

Actively explore and build and perfect the operation management mechanism that adapts new 
business model and condition, result-sharing mechanism and risk prevention mechanism.

Key Concerns Action Plan

Speed of power supply 
demand   slows down 
and power generation 
market competition will be 
more intense. 

Effective promotion of 
overall operation ability

China drive a new round 
power system reform

Outlook 2016
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Save Resource and Energy
Emission Reduction and Pollution Reduction
Protect Biological Environment
Develop Clean Energy
Outlook 2016

Green Yudean
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Save Resource and Energy
Yudean released the coal power energy saving and emission reduction upgrading and transformation plan (2015-2020);strengthened energy 
saving management and transformation and vigorously constructs the energy-saving generation sets; actively participates in the energy 
saving dispatching so as to ensure that the energy saving and emission reduction indicator of on-grid sets can meet the environment protec-
tion requirement.

Case

In 2015, Zhuhai Power Plant adapted various measures and constantly reduced energy consumption: during the period of overhauling window 
period of Unit 1, it remodeled 11 pieces gland sealings, removed and changed new gears for 154 pieces gland sealings that were non-adjustable. 
After optimization and adjustment, the leakage of the bridge gland dropped to close to the design value and the pressure of shaft seal mother tube 
returned to the normal range. We smoothly implemented the chemical cleaning of two sets’ water walls and economizer and returned to the good 
heat transfer efficiency of boiler tubes, improving the efficiency of boilers. It strengthened the combustion adjustment and comparative analysis of 
the boiler units and effectively reduced the energy consumption; meanwhile, 
it increased the blending combustion proportion of the Indonesian coal and 
increased the economic benefit. It actively propelled the water balance 
analysis project in the whole factory and particularly analyzed the links that 
had water-saving potency. It totally raised 34 pieces of rectification 
measures, cancelled 31 steam traps, and cancelled 19 water-repelling 
areas. It is predicted that the energy consumption of power generation will be 
improved considerably after completing all transformation in 2016.

The average direct auxiliary 
power ratio was

5.46％

Falling 

0.07%  year on year

Participate in Energy Saving Dispatching

The standard coal consumption rate 
for power supply of the controllable 

coal-fired units of the Company was 

320.8 g/KWH

Nuclear power generation set

Natural gas, coal gasification power generation set

Fuel generation set

The generation sets of renewable energies such as water, biomass, 
and geothermal energy that have regulation ability and the waste 
generation sets can meet the environmental protection requirements

Other coal-fired power generation set including the thermal power 
cogeneration units without thermal load

The generation sets of renewable energies such as wind, solar, 
ocean energy and water that have no regulation ability

The sequence is 
determined 
based on the 
energy 
consumption 
level from low to 
high and the 
energy-saving 
generation set 
comes first

When the energy 
consumption 
level is same, the 
sequence is 
determined 
according to the 
pollutant 
emission level 
from low to high

Coal-fired thermal power cogeneration units that is operated in the 
form of “ordering power by heat “and the generation sets that is 
comprehensively utilizing the resources such as waste heat, 
waste gas, waste pressure, coal gangue, middling and CBM

Release the “Coal Power Energy Saving and Emission Reduction Upgrading and Transfor-
mation Plan of Yudean Group (2015-2020)”, confirming the transformation technical route and 
specific implementation projects for all coal-fired power plants of the system.

In 2015, the Company simultaneously developed various measures and constantly strengthened energy saving management. We constantly do well the 
research of units’ optimization and operation, actively carry out the analysis of coal’s difference and small indicator competition, summarize the experience of fuel’s 
blending combustion and promote the ability of units adapting various kinds of fuels, carry out the special research of thermal equipments’ deactivation and mainte-
nance to keep equipments in a good condition. In 2015, the direct power consumption rate of company was 5.46% and fell 0.07% year on year.

In 2015, we deeply launched energy management system construction 16 companies including Shajiao C Power Plant and Jinghai Power Generation Compa-
ny, and all of them have passed the energy audit, effectively specifying the energy management work and promoting the level of energy saving management.

By measures of adjusting power supply structure, implementing energy saving and 
emission reduction, strengthening to tackle hard-nut problems in science and technology, 
using new technology of energy saving and emission reduction, deepening the delicacy 
management of energy saving and emission reduction, strive to realize that the average 
coal consumption for power supply of coal-fired sets will have decreased 11.48 g/KWH 
by the end of 2020.

The coal-fired units of 100MW and above within Guangdong Province all met the require-
ment of atmospheric pollutants ultra-low emission.

We comprehensively completed the requirements of upgrading national coal-power’s 
energy saving and emission reduction and transformation action plan (2014-2020), 
released “comprehensively implement the plan of power plants’ ultra-low emission and 
energy transformation work” and “Guangdong National Development and Reform 
Commission, Environmental Protection Bureau transpond the notice of ‘comprehensively 
implement the plan of power plants’ ultra-low emission and energy transformation work’”.

Strengthened energy saving management

The Company completed the 
modification of 

991 electric motors

Develop Energy Saving and Transformation Project

Start the efficiency of electrical machine to promote work. Complete 991 sets electrical 
machine transformation and eliminate laggard units. The “ syncretism of increasing and 
leading” transformation of the No.2 set of Shajiao C Power Plant , the annual power saving 
was 21800 MW and the coal saving was 7000 tons; the adjustment and optimization for 
burning of No.3 set of Honghai Bay Power Generation Company, the coal consumption 
decreased about 0.5 g/KWH and the annual coal saving was 1,651 tons; the gap adjustment 
and air seal transformation of the No.7 steam turbine of Zhenneng Thermal Company, the coal 
consumption was 2.41 g/KWH and the annual coal saving was 7960 tons.

We actively applied for provincial enterprise technology transformation funds project and completed the application of nine technology 
transformation projects of such seven units as Provincial Wind Power, Shaoguan, Zhanjiang Wind Power, Shajiao A, Shaojiao C, Huangpu, 
andGuangqian. By the end of 2015, two projects of Dianbaireshui Wind Power Plant and Xuwen Wind Power Plant had passed approval and 
obtained equity investment funds of RMB 80 million, accounting for 40% of the funds of the batch.

Energy saving dispatching refers to preferentially dispatching the renewable power 
generation resources based on the principles of energy saving and economic efficiency under 
the premise that the power supply is stable and reliable and invoking the fossil-type power 
generation resources according to the energy consumption of generating set and pollutant 
emission level from low too high to maximize the energy and resource consumption and 
pollutant discharge

In accordance with the energy saving dispatching policy, the full amount indemnificatory 
procurement of on-grid energy is implemented for the renewable energy, without participation in market competition; the high-parameter, 
large-capacity and low-energy-consumption coal-fired generating set has higher ranking so that it has obvious advantage in the energy-sav-
ing power generation dispatching and power market competition.

In 2015, all generating sets under operation of Yudean were incorporated into the energy-saving power generation and dispatching 
management of the government. With the increasing proportion of the company’s renewable energy installed capacity and the high-parame-
ter and large-capacity coal-fired generating sets and the continuous upgrading and transformation of environmental protection facilities, the 
overall energy consumption of generating sets decreased continuously and the emission indicators continued to improve. In 2015, the coal 
consumption for power supply of company’s controllable coal-fired units was 320.8g/KWH.

Sequence of various 
generation sets

Sequence of 
same-type 
generation sets

En-
ergy-saving 
Dispatching 
Sequence
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Hu Chunhua (the second person on the right) visited 
the construction site of Yudean’s Bohe project 

“Yudean closed small capacity 
sets, built coal-power 
integration project with ‘large 
replacing small,’ and built 
‘zero-emission’ environmental 
protection demonstration 
power plant and steadily 
propelled the project 
construction and so on; the 
above work are all worthy of 
affirmation”

Voice

Emission Reduction and Pollution Reduction
Yudean paid attention to promoting environmental protection and increased the intensity of environmental monitoring; further implemented 
the effect-raising and transformation of environmental protection facilities and laid emphasis on developing circle economy; Yudean 
strengthened the management and re-utilization of the waste gas, waste water and solid wastes and strived to obtain the good environmental 
and social benefits.

Environmental protection improvement

We increase the intensity of environmental monitoring, comprehensively troubleshoot and tease the technical performance of environ-
mental protection facilities of power generation sets, operation situation and actual emission Data, find the risk point of exceeding emission, 
organize to upgrade and reconstruct to ensure the up-to-standard emission. Thereinto, combined with the power generation sets characters 
of Shajiao C power plant and other four power generation units, we respectively make the modification schemes and effectively improve the 
operation rate of denitration device.

According to the change of environmental protection policy, we edit and revise “Management methods of thermal generating sets 
environmental protection evaluation system”, constantly perfect the environmental protection management standard system, further 
optimize the Data collection and transmission of comprehensive statistics system to ensure to grasp the conditions in time, find and resolve 
the abnormal change of environmental protection Data and other problems as soon as possible.

Aiming at the actual condition of all coal-fired sets, we organized and carried out feasibility research of coal-fired sets’ ultralow emission 
and pilot work. So far, the transformation pilot work of the No.3 and No.4 sets of Jinwan Power Generation Company and the No.6 set of 
Yuehua Power Generation Company have been completed.

Performance of sulfur dioxide emission (g/KWH)

0.20 1.47

Performance of nitric oxide emission (g/KWH)

0.20 1.47

Performance of dust emission (g/KWH)

0.04 0.23

Coal-fired generating set type proportion

Ultra-supercritical set

Supercritical set

Other set

Construct energy-saving generating set

We actively construct high-parameter, large-ca-
pacity and low-energy-consumption generating 
sets. By the end of 2015, the installed capacity of 
the generating set of 600MW and above accounted 
for 62.9%, of which there were 4 sets of 1000MW 
ultra-supercritical generating sets and 5 sets of 
600MW-grade ultra-supercritical generating sets, 
which accounted for 26.8% of the total installed 
capacity of thermal generating sets; there were 7 
sets of 600MW ultra-supercritical generating sets, 
which accounted for 15.8% of the total installed 
capacity of thermal generating sets.

Strictly implement the Management Measures on company meetings of the group, strengthen the 
simplification of meetings. Further compress the quantity, time, staff size and speak duration, layout 
of meeting place and catering arrangement shall be strictly implement according to relevant 
regulations and further simplified; actively use efficient and frugal meeting forms such as video and 
telephone conferences. In 2015, the planed number of meetings organized by headquarters of the 
company decreased 3.18% year on year, in the condition of sharply decreased in the past two years.

Strictly implement the standard that the setting temperature of air conditioner in summer shall not be 
lower than 26℃ and the setting temperature of air conditioner in winter shall not be higher than 20℃; 
the LED lamps are used for lighting and the system of “turning off the lamp when leaving” shall be 
implemented strictly.

Timely revise and print the “office documents treating methods”. According to the principle of “really 
need and drive for actual effect”, strictly control message quantity, word number and size; strengthen 
the management of office documents audit and submission and handing procedures. Make full use 
of OA network to handle official affairs and files and effectively implement the office management, 
effectively accelerate the promotion of documents’ quality and work efficiency. In 2015, the quantity 
of documents issued by company decreased 1.43% year on year.

Conduct classification management of wastes and improve the recovery utilization rate.

Strictly implement the use management of office consumables, advocate the replaceable pens and 
double-sided copying. Advocate no-paper E-process office.

In 2015, the trip times of public service car dispatched by the headquarters was basically flat with the 
last year; the fuel consumption rate decreased 2% year on year; the vehicle maintenance fee 
decreased 1%; the total travel expenses of the personnel from the headquarters decreased 23% 
year on year.

Practice low-carbon office

Cancel unneces-
sary meetings

Advocate power 
conservation

Promote 
paperless office 
classification of 
wastes

Advocate the 
scientific 
classification of 
wastes

Save office 
consumables

Reasonably 
arrange travel 
according to 
working demand

Hu Chunhua

Secretary of the Party 
Committee of Guangdong 

Province

Emission value of 
unit sulfur dioxide

Emission value of 
average unit sulfur dioxide 
in national power industry

Emission value of 
unit nitric oxide

Emission value of 
average unit nitric oxide in 

national power industry

Emission value of 
unit dust

Emission value of 
average unit dust in 

national power industry
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Sulfur dioxide emission (g/KWH)

0.44 0.42 0.31 0.25

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

0.20

Average desulphurization efficiency (%)

2011

95.92

2012

93.11

2013

94.56

2014

95.86

2015

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

96.20

Nitrogen oxide emission (g/KWH)

1.26 1.10 0.68 0.35 0.20

Dust emission (g/KWH)

0.07 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04

Up-to-standard emission rate of waste water (%)

100100100100 100

Comprehensive utilization rate of ash (%)

96 98.90 99 99 91.99

Environmental Protection Index

Protect Biological Environment
Yudean pays attention to the ecological civilization construction, enhances the protection over the surrounding environment of the project 
and marine environment. Moreover, Yudean also makes every effort to protect the biological diversity and strives to implement the principles 
of “no smoking from chimney, no outflow of wastewater, no flying of dust and no disturbing the residents due to noise”, so as to achieve the 
harmonious development of enterprise and environment.

Protect Marine Environment

Yudean strictly abides by the national marine planning requirement and environmental protection requirement during port and dock 
construction and operation and the project shall pass the demonstration of environmental assessment and obtain the “Certificate of Right to 
Use the Sea” issued by the State Oceanic Administration of the PRC before construction.

During port and dock construction, the Company implements safe and civilized construction and requires and supervises the construction 
units not to discharge the sewage, heavy oil and household garbage to the sea; during the construction of the project, the dock sewage 
treatment system is also constructed. With the system, the rainwater and production sewage can be collected to the sewage treatment 
center. After treatment, the water can be recycled and used for water spraying of port storage yard and road.

During the management of coal storage yard at port and dock, Yudean constructs the wind-proof and dust suppressing wall and 
wind-proof net, establishes closed coal transportation trestle and transfer station, implements wet-type spraying for dust control and dry-type 
dust removal and other treatment measures to effectively avoid the flying of coal dust. Coal yard is equipped with automatic spraying and 
dust suppression device and fire monitor and installed with the environmental protection devices such as sprayer of the coal yard to carry 
out spraying and dust suppression. The fire coal transfer station is equipped with dust remover and installed with buffer air lock to reduce 
the coal flow impact; meanwhile, the airtightness of coal handling system is enhanced to improve the dry-type dust removal effect.

Yudean owns a professional bulk carrier fleet; during the berthing and use of the ship, Yudean strictly abides by the international conven-
tion, national and local laws, regulations and requirements and takes various technologies and measures to reduce pollution and protect 
marine ecological environment, so that no marine environment pollution event has occurred so far.

Emphasis on Circular Economy

Average water-consumption rate

0.96  kg/KWH

Utilization volume of reclaimed water

3.72 million tons

Yudean always lays emphasis on the management and reutilization of the waste gas, 
waste water and solid wastes, continuously promotes the circular economy and achieves 
good economic, social and environmental benefits.

All power generation plants implement recovery treatment, the up-to-standard emission 
rate reaches 100%. More than 10 power plants subordinate to Yudean have achieved the 
recycled usage of waste water, including Jinghai Power Generation Company, Honghai 
Bay Power Generation Company, Yuejia Electric Company, Guangqian Electric Company 
and so on. In 2015, the Company’s average water-consumption rate was 0.96 kg/KWH; 
the utilization volume of reclaimed water was 3.72 million tons.

The solid wastes, such as coal ash, ash and gypsum, the by-product of desulfuration, 
generated from coal-fired power plant can be uniformly recycled by the environmental 
protection company of Yudean, which turns wasts into wealth. In 2015, Yudean reinforced 
field management of the environmental protection business, refined the scene manage-
ment requirements of plan and statistics management, picking up goods on scene 
management, emergency treatment, settlement management and so on.

Yudean Group 2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Protect the Biological Diversity

We strictly carry out project construction within the scope of the land acquisition to avoid damage of the plants beyond the scope of the 
land acquisition. The trees on the land shall be transplanted as many as possible; otherwise, remote compensation shall be implemented. 
During foundation construction, the design requirement shall be followed strictly and the excavated volume shall be reduced so as to fully 
backfill the excavated earthwork during construction and ensure the balance between excavation and backfilling. The excavated earthwork 
shall be piled up intensively to reduce the coverage of the nearby plants and protect the growth of partial plants. After sorting of the waste 
soil and earthwork, the stones are used for widening the road or site formulation and the soils are used for vegetation restoration.

After project construction, we will continuously pay attention to the state of the surrounding organisms and evaluate whether the factors 
affecting the project exist, which may be direct factors, indirect factors or even other factors. In any case, we will work hard to eliminate or 
reduce these impacts.

How does Yudean Protect the Environment of Surrounding CommunityHow can Yudean ships protect the marine ecology

Treat the air pollution: Control 
the emission of nitric oxide in 
order to meet the TierI emission 
limit standard specified by 
MARPOL; Control the discharge of 
sulfur dioxide and strictly abide by 
the port standards of different 
nations and regions; fully utilize 
the environment friendly refriger-
ant to protect the ozone substance.

Ballast Water Operation: Yudean’s ships 
often travel to areas such as America, South 
America and Australia and in these areas, when the 
ship arrives in a certain sea area, the ballast water 
replacement operation shall be carried out to 
reduce the pollution of the ships arriving at the 
destination port on the water area. Therefore, the 
Company enhances the training and guidance on 
the seaman’s operation to ensure that the ballast 
water operation of the ship can fully meet the 
requirements of the port state.

Avoid Oil Pollution: Oil spilling into the sea 
accounts for a large proportion in the maritime 
environment pollution event. Yudean strictly 
abides by the requirements of marine board; the 
oil water after berthing will be collected by the 
local professional company and the seamen are 
prohibited to directly discharge the oily water into 
the sea; the fueling operation shall be in line with 
the operating regulations to avoid overflow; 
technical transformation is carried out on the ship 
equipment having the oil leakage risk.

Reasonably arrange the construction period and try to avoid commencement of the earthwork excavation and other 
operations that will heavily disturb the soil layer during windy season; the earthwork after excavation shall be piled up in a 
designated place and the spraying and dust suppression measures and necessary sheltering measure shall be taken in the 
point that is prone to dust such as spoil ground and spoil area; the construction that will generate noise such as piling and 
pipe blowing shall be arranged at daytime.

The coal is enclosed transported via ship and rail transportation; by-product gypsum, slag, ash and other substances are 
transported by special vehicles and effectively covered; chemicals are carried by qualified units and relevant emergency 
plans for prevention of chemical leakage are prepared; hazardous wastes are recycled by the qualified treatment unit.

The external equipment and facilities of the power plant such as outgoing lines, pump room and pipelines are effectively 
identified and the ground parts are clearly marked. The part that is buried underground shall be equipped with cement pile 
for identification or pipeline landmark for identification so as to facilitate the residents at surrounding community to make 
identification. Relevant personnel shall also follow up the inspection regularly. Timely update shall be completed in case of 
any damage to the marks. 

Protection forests shall be planted around the coal yard of the power plant and the spraying system of coal yard shall be used 
to effectively weaken the purging of coal yard by natural wind; reduce coal yard equipment movement frequency, change the 
way to pile up the materials by bucket wheel machine, adopt layered pileup to reduce the drop height of materials and carry 
out compaction of the coal yard in time in order to reduce dust flying in coal yard and spontaneous combustion of coal dump.

The external windows of the main workshops of the power plant shall be made from sealed materials and materials with good 
sound insulation property; the containment and sound insulation measures are taken to reduce the noise generated from 
large-sized equipment; high-noise equipment is installed with silencer and the surrounding areas of the power plant are 
planted with shrubs and multilayer tree forest and the open spaces are planted with lawn in order to achieve sound absorption 
and reduce the noise pollution to the largest extent.

Case

In order to reduce the impacts of power plant on the surrounding 
ecological environment and help the economic development of 
the village in poverty around the power plant, Honghai Bay 
Power Generation Company invested a total of RMB 495,000 to 
implement the ecological project in shrimp farms via its 
extensive research and careful planning in Neihe Village, 
Tianqian Street, Honghai Bay. By the end of 2015, the ecological 
project in shrimp Farms had been formally put into operation. 
This project not only maintains and improves the shrimp’s 
survival environment around power plant, but also broadens the 
economic source of Neihu Village as a stable income.

Protect the Surrounding Community Environment of Power Plant

During project construction, Yudean releases the surrounding environmental impact report on local newspapers and websites in strict 
accordance with the regulations of the government and posts up the report in the surrounding bulletin board of the power plant.

The online monitoring equipment is installed before and after flue gas desulfurization and denitration of power plant so as to monitor the 
operation of environmental protection facilities in a real-time manner. The online monitoring real-time data of flue gas emission indexes such 
as sulfur dioxide and nitric oxide are submitted to the provincial and municipal environmental protection bureau and provincial central 
dispatching center to accept the supervision of the environmental protection department and the society. In addition, the power plant also 
regularly organizes the surrounding residents to visit the power plant.

The power plant actively communicates with the surrounding community, often organizes the responsible persons to visit the surrounding 
community to have communication, hold seminars or return-visit meetings annually to understand and collect their views and comments on 
the construction of power plant and operation, and actively invite the surrounding community residents, NPC members and the media to visit 
the plant and make them experience the safety and environmental protection facilities of modern power plant in order to clear up their doubts.

Garbage Disposal: When Yudean’s ships 
arrive at the port, the port base management 
personnel arrange professional company to 
accept the ships according to regulations and 
shall handle the wastes that cannot be 
discharged to the sea according to the 
regulations. Meanwhile, the Company enhanc-
es the training on the seamen and during 
inspection by boarding; the Company urges the 
seamen to abide by the management regulations 
on the wastes.

Avoid Paint Pollution: Yudean ships strictly 
implement “International Convention of the 
Harmful Anti-fouling System on International 
Ships”, including the international ships and 
domestic ships. In strict accordance with the 
Convention, the branded paint with low toxicity 
on marine organism and that is approved by the 
classification society are selected. Meanwhile, the 
operation was carried out in strict accordance with 
the construction process.

Avoid the Discharge of Domestic 
Sewage: During construction, the newly 
constructed ships of Yudean are not only 
equipped with the domestic sewage 
treatment equipment but also designed 
with domestic sewage storage tank. For 
partial old ships without domestic sewage 
storage tank, storage can be achieved 
after repair and transformation.

Construction 
management

Transporta-
tion manage-
ment

Equipment 
and facilities 
identification 
management

Planting 
protection 
forest

Reduce noise
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Yudean Dianbai Wind Power Plant

Case

On Nov. 25th, 2015, the Shuangyu Salt-light Complementary Project in Yangjiang salt basin of Yudean had been recorded and approved by the 
development and reform commission of Guangdong Province. It is the first time for Yudean and Guangdong Salting Group to cooperate in new 
project of new energy demonstration, and also it is the first time to adopt new cooperation mode “fishing-light complementary, salt industry tourism, 
new energy power generation” within Guangdong Province. Moreover, it is the important manifestation of the innovation in institutional and mechani-
cal reformation in state owned enterprise currently. It is conductive to realize resource sharing, mutual benefit and win-win results in provincial 
state-owned enterprises. More than 2000 mu of Shuangyu branch, Yangjiang Salt Basin, Guangdong Salting Group will be used to build a large 
scale ground PV power station, with planned installed capacity being 100 MW. This project will be completed and put into production in 2016. 
Average annual power supply after the completion of the project of about 100 million KWH, energy conservation and emissions reduction and low 
carbon demonstration effect of the project is significant.

Yudean Group 2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Develop Clean Energy

When continuously optimizing the structure of power supply, Yudean accelerates the development of clean energies such as natural gas, 
water and electricity, wind power, PV power, gas and nuclear power. The proportion of clean energies was continuously raised. In the 
meantime, Yedean also enhances the carbon asset management and actively participates in the carbon emission permit transaction. The 
annual implementation work as an emission-controlled company has been opportunely completed.

Installed Capacity of Clean Energy (10,000 KW)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

473.47 480.73 483.51 487.16 493.56
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Clean Energy

Implement the “Coal Power Energy Saving and Emission Reduction Upgrading and Transformation 
Plan (2015-2020) of Yudean”

Lay a solid foundation for energy conservation management, and accomplish the task of key projects 
of energy saving transformation on schedule

Steadily carry forward the transformation project of ultra-low emissions

Constantly improve the environmental management supervision, assessment and incentive 
mechanisms to promote environmental awareness and environmental responsibility and  to improve 
the level of environmental management

Fully control the operation of environmental protection facilities, find and solve the exist problems in 
time to ensure the stability of the emission according to standards

Accelerate the development of new energy and renewable energy projects, optimize the power supply 
structure

Strengthen management of carbon asset, and actively participate in carbon emissions transaction to 
enhance the operational ability of environmental emission right.

Key concerns Actions and Plans

Further improve 
the efficiency of 
energy conserva-
tion and emission 
reduction

Enhance environ-
mental supervision

Develop clean 
energy

Yudean owns 2 natural gas power generation under operation, total installed capacity of which reaches 
2340 MW. In addition, the four projects such as Huizhou Natural Gas Power Generation Company (Phase 

II) are approved and under orderly construction.

Yudean owns 12 hydropower plants under operation, total installed capacity of which reaches 2184.8MW, 
among which the largest Tianyi Power Plant (1200MW) is located in Guizhou. In 2015, Yudean continuous-
ly promoted the construction of Hongfa Hydropower Plant Project, with the overall completed progress of 
the civil engineering of the Project being 96.38% and the completed progress of the mechanical and 
electrical installation works of the Project being 26.79%.

Yudean owns 5 wind farms under operation, with the total installed capacity 229.6 MW. In 2015, Guizhou 
Changshanqing Wind Power Project, Maoming Dianbai hot water wind power project had been put into 
production in succession. The construction of Xianren Mountain Wind Power Project, Guizhou Dading 
Mountain Wind Power Project, Leizhou Hongxinlou Wind Power Project, Xuwen Shibanling Wind Power 
Project and Xuwen Qujie Wind Power Project are carried forward. Baima and other five wind power 
projects, with a total of 397 MW power capacity, obtained the permit. Four wind power projects including 
Maoping, with a total of 399 MW power capacity, were listed in the fifth wind power project approval plan 
of the “12th Five-Year Plan” of the country. The preparation work of Zhanjiang Wailuo and Yangjiang 
Shapa offshore wind power projects were accelerated.

Yudean owns 14 PV power generation projects under operation, the installed capacity of which reaches 
77MW. By 2015, Huaxing optoelectronic and photovoltaic power generation project (phase I), the Guang-
dong Power South of photovoltaic power generation project (phase II), Huaxing optoelectronic and 
photovoltaic power generation project (phase II) have been completed and put into operation continuous-
ly;Yudean constantly increases efforts to develop PV power generation project, expanding from roof 
distribution station to ground station, also Yudean promotes the deeply integration of the solar PV power 
generation and agriculture, salt, forestry and other industries, and actively promotes the construction of 
industry complementary forms of PV power generation project such as salt-light complementary, 
agricultural-light complementary.

Yangjiang Nuclear Power Station invested by Yudean is China’s largest nuclear power station with the 
largest number of one-off nuclear power generating sets. By the end of 2015, No. 1 and 2 generating set 
of Yangjiang Nuclear Power Station had been put into business operation, No. 3 generating set had 
completed on-grid adjustment & testing. The installed capacity under operation reached 550MW (including 

No.1-3 generating set of Yangjiang Nuclear Power Station).After 6 sets are fully completed, the annual 
generating capacity will exceed 48 billion KWH, which equals to annual reduction of standard coal 
consumption of 15.60 million tons, annual reduction of carbon dioxide of 38.28 million tons, annual 
reduction of sulfur dioxide of 370,000 tons, annual reduction of nitric oxide of 240,000 tons when 
compared with the coal power plant with same scale and the environmental benefit equals to forests of 
100,000 hectares.

Yudean owns the biomass power generation project, and its installed capacity of single unit and total 
installed capacity (100MW) is the largest one. In 2015, the project made use of more than 900,000 tons of 
forestry and agricultural residues, with on-grid energy being 643 million KWH and emission reduction of 
carbon dioxide being 506,400 tons.

The heavy gas turbine and IGCC power generation test platform project jointly developed by Yudean and 
National Gas Turbine Center have obtained the permit of NDRC. After the project is constructed and put 
into operation, it will become China’s home-made heavy gas turbine loaded power generation test base 
and the technical personnel training base of gas turbine power generation industry.

In 2015, the first gas power generation project of Yudean – Guizhou Baogu Mountain Gas Power Station 
reached 19 million KWH’s on-grid energy. Meanwhile Yudean actively promoted the construction of gas 
power generation projects such as Guizhou Old depression and Chinese paper plant, and tried to seek for 
the opportunities to expand the development of coal-bed methane power generation project.

Natural gas for 
power generation

Hydropower

Wind power

PV power gener-
ation

Nuclear power

Biomass power 
generation

Clear coal for 
power generation

Gas power 
generation

CER is

259.7 thousand tons

VER is

225.1 thousand tons

Carbon Assets Management and Carbon Emission Permit Trading

We completed the implementation 
work of

17 emission-controlled 
enterprises successfully

In 2015, Yudean completed the implementation work in 2014 of 17 emission-controlled 
enterprises successfully by the way of “internal quota trading combined with CCER offset 
“and launched a research named Research on operating strategy and management mode 
of environmental protection emission right. The environmental branch of Yudean successful-
ly acquired the carbon emission’s verification and inventory service qualification of the key 
enterprises of Guangdong Province and completed the technical support work of carbon 
emission and greenhouse gas emission report of 16 enterprises which are out of the system.

At present, nine qualified clean energy project obtained substantial progress in the 
development of CCER, among which five projects including Zhanjiang Biomass power 
project, Guizhou Changshanqing wind power project, Zhanjiang Shibanling wind power 
project, Maoming Dianbai hot water&wind power project, and Zhanjiang Qujie wind power 
project had successfully recorded by National Development and Reform Commission, and 
the rest four projects including Guizhou Dading Mountain wind power project, Xianren 
Mountain wind power project, Guizhou Baogu Mountain gas power and Old Depression 
gas power project had been submitted to National Development and Reform Commission 
and will be examined in the conference. After the above projects having been put into 
production, 800-900 thousand tons’ emission reduction per year could be expected.

By the end of 2015, seven projects had been registered as the CDM projects in the 
UN, including Zhanjiang Yongshi wind power project, Zhanjiang Hongxinlou wind power 
project, Huilai Shibei Mountain wind power project, Huizhou LNG, Qianwan LNG, 
Zhanjiang Yangqian wind power project and Zhanjiang biomass power generation project. 
The annual emission reduction of 2015 is 484.8 thousand tons, among which the CER is 
259.7 thousand tons and the VER is 225.1 thousand tons. The emission reduction trading 
income of CDM project is RMB 826.5 thousand.

Yudean has actively participated in the work of carbon emission trading in Guangdong 
Province. Five power plants of Yudean including Yuejia Power Company, Shajiao Power Plant A, Zhanjiang Power Company, Jinwan Power 
generation Company and Zhongyue Energy Company auctioned a total 358 thousand tons in the trading, with the average transaction price 
15.45 Yuan / ton, lower than the same period in the secondary market price.Yudean successfully purchased the carbon sequestration project 
of afforestation of Changlong, Guangdong. The first issued 5000 tons of CCER of the project had been used in the implementation work of 
Yuejia Power generation Company in 2014. Through the internal matching, 94.5 thousand tons of carbon quota were traded, and RMB 1.82 
million’s costs were saved.

The annual emission reduction of 
2015 is

484.8 thousand tons

Outlook 2016
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Yudean strictly abides by the laws and regulations such as Labor Law and Labor Contract 
Law and protects the employees’ legitimate rights and benefits according to laws. The Compa-
ny enters into the labor contract with employees according to laws and the signing rate of labor 
contract can reach 100%; in accordance with the Regulations on Enterprise’s Collective 
Contract, the Company and employees agree to enter into a collective contract on the matters 
such as labor remuneration, working period, rest and holiday, labor safety and health and 
insurance benefit through equal consultation.

In accordance with “Social Insurance Law” and the laws and regulations of Guangdong 
Province, the Company fully pays the basic pension insurance, basic medical insurance, 
industrial injury insurance, unemployment insurance, maternity insurance and other social 
insurances for employees in a timely manner and the social insurance coverage reaches 
100%; moreover, the Company also fully pays the housing accumulation fund for employees 
in time and establish the annuity system according to national policies.

Yudean strictly abides by the laws and regulations such as Employment Promotion Law of 
the People’s Republic of China and insists on the principle of equal employment to ensure that 
employees with different genders and nationalities and from different areas can enjoy the 
equal labor rights. The  Company provides the employees with competitive remuneration and 
implements equal remuneration for same position and equal payment for equal work 
regardless of gender ; guides the units to establish the linkage and wage self-regulating 
mechanism that can meet the wage growth and benefit growth and the minimum wage of 
employees is higher than local minimum wage. As of 2015, the number of male employees 
reached 10835, accounting for 76.6% of the total number of the employees; while the number 
of female employees reached 3309, accounting for 23.4% of the total number of the employ-
ees.

To strengthen the staff care, Yudean continues to improve labor rules and regulations. The 
Company prohibits any forced labor and effectively protects the freedom of labor for employ-
ees; prohibits recruitment of juvenile employees younger than 16 years old. The Company 
encourages paid leave and the number of days for paid leave per capita in the headquarters 
in 2015 is 11.05 days.  

In order to implement the spirit of harmonious labor relations conscientiously, Yudean 
further promotes its work of democratic management, improves democratic management 
system taking the Congress of Workers and Staff as the basic form, and enriches the 
openness of the factory affairs. Through the inspection, investigation and conclusive 
self-examination of system unit, Yudean constantly promotes the factory affair openness, 
standardization and institutionalization. Democratic conversation, forum and reception day for 
leaders and reasonable construction are launched to enrich the forms and expand the 
channels for employees ‘democratic participation and demands expression and guarantees 
the employees’ rights to know, participate, express and supervise. Regulations or major events 
that are related to the vital interests of the employees, the Company and the units will hold the 
congress of workers and staff or staff discussion meeting to put forward scheme and opinions 
or have a negotiation with the union or representative of the employees so as to facilitate the 
employees to participate in the democratic management of the Company. In 2015, the units 
received 346 proposals from Congress of Workers and Staff and registered 218 cases. In 
addition, the Company also actively carried out the rationalization suggestion activity and the 
units received 2625 rational suggestions in total, 1622 of which were adopted.

In 2015, the labor unions of 2 new units were established and the general election work was 
completed in seven local unions. The union construction rate and membership rate of the 
Company and units reach 100%. By the end of 2015, there are 48 grass-roots unions and 45 
of them also establish the female employee organization.
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Growth of Employees

100%

Social insurance coverage 

100%

Membership rate of the 
Company and units

346
Proposals from congress of 
workers and staff 

2625
Rational suggestions

Yudean insists on human-oriented principle, and treats every employee in a responsible manner. It takes efforts to protect the legitimate right 

and benefits of employees, attaches great importance to employees’ safety and guarantees the occupational health. What’s more, Yudean 

pays much attention to employees’ personal development and humanistic care. All of these have been done positively to build a harmonious 

labor relationship.

Rights and Benefits of Employees

Employee Development 

In order to meet the new trend of power system reform, Yudean insists on the talent selection standard 
of “appointing people by abilities and appointing employees having both ability and integrity”, amend and 
issue measures for the selection and appointment of senior executives, enhances the exchange and 
employment of senior executives; pays attention to cultivation of the young managers with higher 
educational background and rich management experience, continuously optimizes the age structure and 
knowledge structure of senior executives, strengthens the construction of talent echelon team. At present, 
the number of female senior executive accounts for 6.61% of the total senior executives. 

Yudean insists on the principle “optimize the structure, improve the echelon and create new advantag-
es of talent group”, does well in personnel recruitment and reserve work through hiring the fresh 
graduates, guarantees the preparation of the new (enlarge) projects, alleviates old plants’ structural 
vacancies, meets the demand for talents of the new formats. In 2015, Yudean had recruited 317 fresh 
graduates, of whom those withPostgraduateDegree accounted for 13.8% and those with Bachelor 
Degree accounted for 83.7%. The number of the employed graduates and the academic structure was 
essentially flat with last year.

According to the demand of different units on talents in different majors, we constantly improve the 
mechanism, and gradually intensify the efforts to the new energy projects, overseas projects and the 
social recruitment of talents needed by diversified plates, actively promote the localization policy of 
employees, promote the local employment and seriously implement the national and provincial policy 
deployment on the reception and settlement of demobilized military cadres.

The Company vigorously implement the occupation career management of employees, both to 
enhance the employee's psychological cognition on their job, improve their own enthusiasm of showing 
their talents and realize the value of and get a sense of achievement, also conducive to further improve 
the enterprise human resources management system, realize harmoniously and synchronized growth 
and development of the staff and enterprise. The Company takes efforts to cultivate a number of talents 
who are superb in business and technical skills, and promote the formation of a good work atmosphere of 
advocating science, respecting for knowledge and technology, and concerning to technical personnel. By 
the end of 2015, a total of 15 units completed the selection of the technical staffs and the skilled workers 
including 13 principle engineers, 30 senior engineers, 11 senior technicians, 84 chief engineers and 57 
chief technicians.

In 2015, two employees of Yudean won the “May 1st Labor Medal of China” and five employees won 
the “May 1st Labor Medal of Guangdong Province”. At the same time, the selection of the advanced staff 
had been carried out in the whole Company. Ten employees won the title of “Model of Yudean Group” and 
20 employees won the title of “Advanced worker of Yudean Group”. By the end of 2015, a total of 13 
employees of Yudean enjoyed government special allowance.

Yudean pays attention to the occupational safety and health of the employees, carefully implements the labor protection laws and 
regulations such as Law on Prevention and Control of Occupational Disease. All units establish the employees’ health files, with the health 
file coverage rate being 100%. The Company also organizes physical examination for employees every year; provides the sound visual 
identification in the working place and improves the employees’ prevention consciousness of the safety risk; vigorously improves the working 
environment and equip the medical kits in designated place and provides employees with emergency drugs; provides the employees with 
individual labor protection appliances, including the helmet, earplug, respirator, eye patch, glove and insulating shoes and provides demon-
stration in the working place.

The Company carries out the labor protection and supervision inspection and investigation works. The unions of different units continu-
ously improve the labor protection and supervision network of labor union, actively participate in the formulation or amendment of manage-
ment regulations on labor protection articles and continuously enhance the employees’ labor protection and supervision. 

317
Recruited fresh graduates

2

May 1st Labor
Medal of China

May 1st Labor Medal of 
Guangdong Province

5



In 2015, Yudean invested funds of more than RMB 40 million, with the average per capita 
training cost more than RMB 3000 and the training hours per capita more than 70 hours.

We continuously carried out professional and technical title review and professional skill 
identification. In 2015, a total number of 348 persons passed the professional and technical review 
and 3 of them were senior engineers, 160 of them were deputy senior engineers, 151 of them were 
engineers and 34 of them were assistant engineers; another 260 persons passed the initial 
evaluation and identification and 6 of them were granted with intermediate title and 254 of them 
were granted with assistant title. A total number of 812 persons passed the professional and 
technical identification, including 17 senior technicians, 133 technicians, 327 senior workers, 329 
intermediate workers and 6 primary workers. 

Promote training through competition and actively carry out different kinds of labor competition 
activities. In 2015, the Company had organized and carried out “Safety and Health Cup” competi-
tion and six units won the title of “winning unit”, one employee won the title of “advanced individual 
of national ‘safety and health cup’ competition”. The Company also took part in the Ten Engineering 
Labor Competition of Guangdong Province, and 1 person was awarded the title of “Model Worker 
of Ten Engineering Labor Competition of Guangdong Province” and “May 1st Labor Medal of 
Guangdong Province” at the same time. In 2015, the units had organized and carried out 107 labor 
competitions at factory level, with 18507 participants as well as 241 labor competitions at 
department level, with 10026 participants. 

Training Rate of Employees (%)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Case

In 2015, in order to create “benchmark for power industry, base for 
cultivating talents” strategic target, strengthen the training for skilled 
talents, the annual professional skills competition was held by 
Huizhou Natural Gas Power Generation Company. The skilled 
employees from the Company’s equipment department and their 
contractors could take part in the competition. Having been divided 
into 3 majors, a total of 31 professional staff started their competi-
tion at the same time in the maintenance workshop. Through the 
competition, the staff’s professional technical ability and compre-
hensive quality level had been enhanced and the atmosphere of 
learning professional and technical knowledge had been compre-
hensively created. All of these ensure the safety production of the 
Company.
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Employee Training

Construct ecological training system. Build a learning management platform via mobile internet based on e-learning and carry out the 
feasibility study of building the training base of 5 skills which covers the main skill types of the power generation industry. Enrich the team of 
training teacher among the employees, and a total of 95 internal training teachers were selected and cultivated. Adopt a training course 
design in corresponding to employees’ competency model depends on their positions. Use the “Two votes” to make customized courseware, 
and gradually construct ecological studying system in the Company.

We give play to the functions of three-layer online training of the Company, functional departments and the system units, implement 
classified and assorted training according to different categories, levels, and position training requirements, intensify the “Going out” training 
scale of the professional and technical employees, strictly carry out the title evaluation and skill appraisal work, organize and carry out 
electrical skills competition, develop 2500 sets of books for the specific types of workers in power industry which provides effective support 
to the capacity development of  technical and skilled staff.

We revised, compiled and issued the “Management Measures for Staff Education and training”, which clearly specified the matters about 
employees participating various academic education, in-service education and the training course for professional qualification certificates 
irrelevant to their work, to comprehensively promote the scientific, institutionalized and standardized of the education and training work in 
the Company.

Training hours per capita 
more than 

70  hours

Labor productivity of on-the-job employees (RMB 10,000/person)

3.25

26.14

70.61

Educational Background（%）

Post-graduate degree and above    

Technical secondary school or below   

Bachelor degree and college degree   

15

14.14
41.47

29.39

Educational Background（%）

30 years old or younger

50 years old and older

30 - 39 years old

40 - 49 years old

20.138.40

21.89

Professional and Technical Title (%)

Senior title

Intermediate title

Primary title

33.32

13.90

13.75

2.60

23.76

Professional and Technical Posts (%)

technician

Double-certificated teacher    

Senior technician    

Intermediate worker or below    

Senior worker     

91.20 92.20 92.10 90.60 90.70 418.28 433.21  442.38 380.79 332.21



Yudean establishes a fair, open and transparent commercial information exchange platform 
for the supplier- Yudean Commercial Website. As of Dec. 31, 2015, Yudean commercial 
website’s accumulated trading volume exceeded RMB 20 billion and a total number of 150000 
trading businesses such as material procurement, engineering bidding and waste and old 
material sales were completed; in addition, the number of procurement items reached 550000 
and the number of member units reached 19318, so that the website has become one of the 
largest e-commerce platform in Guangdong. 

Yudean implements strict responsibility assessment system for the suppliers and requires 
the suppliers obtaining complete certificates and abiding by national policies, laws and 
regulations and makes comprehensive evaluation on the suppliers’ performance, strength, 
reputation, performance ability and price; by specifying the rules and clauses in the contract, 
Yudean requires that all products shall meet the requirements on safety and environmental 
protection of power plant and entrusts the supervision agency to supervise the processes such 
as sampling and testing so as to effectively guarantee the product quality and index parameter 
of environmental protection. 

To meet the construction of environmentally friendly environmental protection and energy 
saving of power projects, infrastructure projects under the Company mainly take measures 
such as selection optimization of technology scheme, make strict energy-saving environmen-
tal protection index, and set up a database of qualified suppliers, strengthen inspection and 
punishment management, strictly requires the suppliers to fulfill social responsibility, and 
provide safety, environmental protective, and qualified products. In the project bidding and 
purchasing, the Company strictly limits the access of the bidder with bribery records, to 
promote the construction social credit system and create an honest and trustworthy market 
environment.

Investing joint shares of 18%, the Company cooperated with China Southern Power Grid and established China Southern Power Grid 
Comprehensive Energy Co., Ltd.to carry out investment and construction projects such as comprehensive utilization of energy, new energy, 
distributed energy, energy storage as well as the advisory and investment in the field of energy-conservation and emission reduction. In 
addition, Guizhou Branch of Yudean and China Southern Power Grid Comprehensive Energy (Guizhou) Co., Ltd. worked together to 
establish Yudean Grid Comprehensive Energy Company in Guizhou and to develop the clean energy project construction. At present, Baogu 
Mountain Coal Mine Low-concentration Gas Power Generation Project jointly developed by both parties has been put into production and 
the Guizhou Old Depression area and Chinese paper plant’s Coal Mine Low-concentration Gas Power Generation Project is under positively 
construction.

As the largest provincial power generation enterprise in Guangdong Province, Yudean participated in the electricity reform work actively 
and prudently such as the direct power purchase of big clients. In 2015, Yudean took part in big buyers’ direct electricity trading 7.84  billion 
KWH, among which the annual trade negotiation power 5.82 billion KWH, monthly competitive electricity trading 2.02 billion KWH. The 
cumulative surrender part of the profit was more than RMB 53.3 million. The Company provided strong support for the stable development 
of industrial enterprises in Guangdong province.

Yudean has established good communication and coordination mechanism with grid company and power dispatching institution and 
jointly maintained the harmonious and good relationship between plant and grid company through joint committee of the plant and grid 
company organized by the government, quarterly and monthly information disclosure meeting and various emergency response communi-
cation mechanisms to ensure the safe, stable and high-efficient operation of the Company’s generating set. 

Promoting welfare of 

1859man-times
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Care for Employees Win-win Cooperation

Yudeanhas long attached great importance to win-win cooperation with partners, concerned how to promote strategic cooperation with 

partners responsibly and efficiently, and continuously expand the cooperation field to achieve complementary advantages and long-term 

development of both sides.

Customer Cooperation

“Elegance Cup” shuttlecock competition 

Yudean commercial website’s 
accumulated trading volume 
exceeded RMB 

Cooperation with Suppliers

China coal group cherish 
the friendship with Yudean 
group, and we will further 
enhance the quality of the 
coal products and the level 
of our service, continuously 
strengthen our communica-
tion with each other, deeply 
tap the potential for our 
cooperation and actively 
achieve win-win coopera-
tion with each other.

 —— Wang An, 
President of China Coal 

Group

Voice

In terms of power equipment and services, Yudean established long-term relations of coopera-
tion and good communication mechanism mainly with its three major suppliers: Dongfang Electric 
Group, Shanghai Electric Group and Harbin Electric Group. They performed communication in 
technology and business more closely with each other, especially focusing on the development 
direction of latest technology in the industry, technical cooperation and development, contract 
execution and on-site technical service and so on, so that the Company can manage the latest 
electric power technology and apply the technology to the project construction.

We continuously improve the assistance mechanism and get an understanding of the information and 
demand of employees in time and go down to the grass-roots units to handle practical affairs. In 2015, all units 
have expressed sympathy and solicitude for 1244 employees who are ill in the hospital and 615 needy employ-
ees in the year and have organized donation of nearly RMB 190,000 for the needy employees or employees 
who are struck down with serious illness

We pay attention to and care the employees’ mental health and carry out regular mental health guidance 
and training according to the characteristics of different working positions and help employees to balance the 
relationship between work, life and family and develop the positive attitude and sense of belonging. 

Yudean provides special protection for special population (e.g. pregnant women and nursing women). Accord-
ing to “Special Regulations on the Labor Protection of Female Employees” and on the basis of “Employees’ 
Collective Labor Agreement”, Yudean signed “Special Collective Contract on Female Employees’ Labor 
Protection”, which completed the special chapter of female employees’ rights and interests, included the labor 
remuneration, working time, labor safety and health and welfare benefits of female employees into the 
collective contract and special contract, guaranteeing the legal rights and special interests of female employ-
ees. During the menstruation, pregnancy and lactation, Yudean will neither arrange the female employees to 
take part in the activities under Class III physical labor intensity specified in national laws nor arrange the 
pregnant female employees to do outdoor work under high-temperature of more than 35℃ and do work in the 
place under operating temperature of more than 33℃. Certain rest time is arranged within the working time for 
the female employees who are seven-month pregnant or are breastfeeding infants under 1 year old.

Yudean provides rich leisure and cultural activities for employees. It successfully held the sixth “Yudean 
Cup” badminton competition and the fourth “Elegance Cup” shuttlecock competition. The Company organized 
system units to participate in the activities such as “New state-owned enterprises - China dream” video contest 
and “China dream, labor beauty, happy road “micro movie and TV series contest, a number of awards were got 
by the Company, among which, Jinwan Power Generation Company’s  micro films "safety" won gold medal of 
micro film competition, Guangqian Electric Power Company’s micro film " youth, still running " won the bronze 
medal in the national workers’ micro film of story telling contest ; a total of 13 calligraphy works were jointly 
selected into "People Weekly" magazine organized by the people's Daily and national painting and calligraphy 
exhibition “One Belt and Road - thick and heavy in colours” held by Calligraphy and Photography Association 
of state owned enterprises in Guangdong province. The units in the system established in various sports 
associations and they often carry out activities, and actively participate in the national fitness activities. In 2015 
a total of 3 units awarded “advanced unit” in the sixteenth "Sports Festival" held by the Guangdong Provincial 
Sports Bureau.

We carefully implement the political treatment and living treatment of old cadres, establish the sound service 
mechanism for retired people and work hard to settle the actual problems of the old cadres. And we carefully 
do well in the condolences of the anti-war veteran and implement the work of improving medical treatment of 
the retired cadres and get praise by the provincial old cadres system for eight consecutive years. 

20billion 



Yudean gives an active response to the national strategic layout of “One Belt and One Road”, 
implements the “Going out” strategy steadily and conducts international communication and 
cooperation. At present, Yudean has launched cooperation in power, coal and other areas in 
Indonesia, Australia, the U.K, Holland and Mexico and other regions.

In 2015, Yudean, recommended by Chinese Government, was enlisted in the leasing and 
buying-back project’s shortlist of the Indonesian first 10 million KW of power supply project, and 
formally submitted the project to the Indonesian government during President Xi Jinping’s visit to 
Indonesia. At the same time, the Company actively promoted the preparatory work for Jordan oil 
shale mine power joint project, and coal power cooperation projects in Indonesia and Burma.

On April 2015, Li Zhuoxian, chairman of Yudean attend the “smart city - wisdom growth” round 
table summit held by the U.S. Commerce Secretary and energy minister. The Company received 
the visits of a total of 10 batches of 76 foreign guests in 2015.

Yudean and Shanghai Executive Leadership Academy jointly hold the third and fourth senior 
executive training class in 2015 and a total of 91 senior executives participated in the training. 

In order to make full use of the resources of the industry-university-research, Yudean actively 
cooperated with Tsinghua University and other famous universities, which accelerated the 
upgrading of the Company's ability of scientific and technological innovation:

In 2015, Yudean continuously kept good cooperation relationship with domestic banks and had 
obtained the comprehensive credit line of RMB 152.9 billion granted by financial institutions such 
as ICBC, Agricultural Bank of China, CCB and BOC, which can effectively meet the fund demand 
of the Company’s operation and development. 

Yudean signed the strategic cooperation agreement of “Going out” with an overseas financial 
institution (Bank of China (Hong Kong) for the first time, and received RMB 10 billion of credit 
support, to layout the funding arrangements of the Company’s overseas projects in advance and 
boost the Company’s development overseas.

The Company successfully launched the first phase of ultrashort financing in 2015, with the 
amount RMB 1.5 billion, the duration of 3 months and the coupon rate 3.06%, reducing by 84BPS 
than the central point 3.90% of the estimated value of the day, dropping by 40% compared with the 
benchmark lending rate of the same period, which effectively reduces the financing cost.

Main social organizations

China Electricity Council

China Electric Power Equipment Management Association

China Nuclear Energy Association

China Electric Power Construction Enterprise Association

Guangdong Province Electricity Trade Association

Guangdong Province Safety Production Association

Guangdong state owned Enterprise Law Consultant Association

Vice Chairman Unit

Vice President Unit

Standing Director Unit

Council Unit

Vice President Unit

Vice President Unit

Vice President Unit

Organization name Role of the Company

The Company received foreign guests’ 

visits of 76  person-time.

The comprehensive credit line granted by financial 
institutions was up to RMB 

152.9  billion.

The long cooperation contract on guarantee 
of power and coal supply of 

18.30  million tons.

Case

On November 2015, in the witness of Guangdong province governor Zhu Xiaodan, Maersk global president, Guangdong 
Yudean group deputy general manager Gao Shiqiang, Yudean shipping company and svitzer -- Maersk tugboat company 
(Asia) signed a joint venture framework agreement, and open the company named Jieyang Huilai Yudean Maerskship-tug 
Co., Ltd., which further enhances the Company's competitiveness in the shipping market.
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Cooperation between Banks and Enterprises

Cooperation between Universities and Enterprises 

As for the coal supply, Yudean maintained a long-term close and stable cooperation mainly with 
Shenhua Group, China Coal Group, Yitai Group and Datong Coal Mine Group. By 2015, Yudean 
and the main coal suppliers entered into the long cooperation contract on guarantee of power and 
coal supply of 18.30 million tons. Monthly pricing modes are adopted to stabilize the power and 
coal supply channel and avoid the risk caused by drastic fluctuation of market price. 

International Communication and Cooperation

Cooperation in the Same Business

Yudean actively took part in the formulation and revision of national standards and industry standards, effectively promoting the normative and 
healthy development of the electric power industry. In 2015, Yudean actively participated in the completion of two national standards: the 
“Guidelines of Thermal Power Generating Units Runback Technique Control”, and the “Offline Checking and Evaluation of the High-pressure and 
Ultrahigh-pressure Safety Valve", and the revision of two industry standards: "Typical Fire Protection Regulations of the Electric Power Equipment 
Technical Guidelines of Ultrasonic Wave inspection for the in-service Power Generators”.

Through cooperation with Tsinghua University, the Company continued to deeply boost “New IGCC Power Generation Test Platform Project “of 
domestic heavy gas turbine with low load power test and personnel training base.

It cooperated with Huazhong University of Science and Technology and carried out such projects as “Research on dynamic and refined control 
of flow field of SCR flue gas denitration system”, “Research on energy saving optimization technology under the new situation”, “Tangential firing 
pulverized coal boiler SCR system denitration operation optimization”.

It cooperated with Wuhan University and carried out such projects as “Three-drum boiler ETP-CT combined processing technology test and 
implementation” and “Research on the technology of large power plants comprehensively utilizing urban reclaimed water and the demonstration 
application”.

It cooperated with Dalian University of Technology and carried out such research projects as “Research on the risk assessment methods of 
reservoir scheduling of the runoff forecast uncertainty”, “Research on the decision-making methods of hydropower station reservoir 
pre-discharge based on CFS forecast”, “reservoir water level control system based on scenario analysis”.

It cooperated with South China University of Technology and carried out such research projects as "Research on low load and transient operation 
energy saving of M701F combined circular generating units and application”, “Coal combustion characteristic management and development of 
predicting expert system”, “Research on Fly ash continuous sampling device based on the emission spectrum measurement technology”, 
“Research on the wind ring and wind speed distribution measurement of coal mill and adjustment device and the methods” and “ Research on 
the online measurement device of flue dust carbon content”.

The Company cooperated with Zhejiang University and carried out the “The anti-tangential air of separate intake pipe preventing water wall tube 
high temperature corrosion”.



Case

In 2015, Dapu Power Generation Company organized and carried out 
love outreach activity on Children’s Day to send stationery, cakes and 
other gifts to the 21 preschool children of Huidong Primary School of 
Dapu County, and provided funds for holding “Children Day” culture 
and recreational activity for Bayi Hope Primary School of Sanhe 
Town. The small gifts and gentle greetings fully demonstrate the 
enterprise culture of Yudean, “self-discipline and social commitment; 
vitalizing the nation and benefiting the people”, and the harmonious 
development idea of caring for children and good neighborliness and 
establishes a good reputation in the crowd.

Case

In 2015, Shaoguan Power Generation Company 
actively raised the funds and invested RMB 900.1 
thousand to help the designed village (Xinjiang 
Village, Xinjiang Town, Wengyuan County, and 
Shaoguan City) to the reconstruction and expansion 
of the village’s main road and the project of the 
streetlight installing work for public facilities. The 
project can benefit 1709 villagers of 390 households, 
and thoroughly settled of difficulty in traffic that have 
troubled the villagers for many years, and got through 
the last mile of agricultural products exportation and 
trading for the villagers. The villagers hailed the 
project as a “project for people’s benefit that handle 
the practical affairs and settle the difficulties”

1441.20    1431.14       1765      1702.66       2164

Invested funds for poverty alleviation (RMB 10,000)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
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Social Welfare

Yudean adheres to the enterprise mission of “self-discipline and social commitment; vitalizing the nation and benefiting the people”, and 

treats social benefit as one of the important aspects for enterprise to achieve sustainable development, never forgets to repay the society 

during development process, vigorously supports the social and public welfare undertakings, so that the Company has gained the social 

recognition. 

Via the standardization of the donation system and a variety of supporting measures, Yudeanhas given back to 
the society positively, and strived to achieve the harmonious development of enterprises and society. By the end of 
2015, Yudean donated the funds of RMB more than 100 million for poverty alleviation, of which the total expenditure 
of 2015 up to RMB 21.64 million. Since the establishment of “Guangdong Poverty Alleviation Day” in 2010, Yudean 
won the “Gold Award of Innovative Design Award for Poverty Alleviation” for five consecutive years.

Yudean responded positively to the “two do’s in work” of the new round of Poverty Alleviation advocated by the 
government of Guangdong Province, help Bujin Village, Hetian Town, Luhe County, Shanwei individually, and raised 
funds more than RMB 7.6 million. By the implementation of several helping projects such as industrial development, 
construction of farmland water conservancy facility, construction of safe drinking, reconstruction of dangerous 
building, renovation of clean and tidy village, assistance to the education and medical insurance, the production and 
living condition has been greatly improved, and Bujin Village became the demonstration village of Luhe County 
grassroots governance. The helping work s were highly praised by all levels of government and local villagers, and 
Yudean was named “2013-2015 Guangdong outstanding helping units".

Due to the industrial characteristics, Yudean fails to recruit the disabled. However, Yudean has fully paid the social security fund for the disabled to the country 
each year in a timely manner to support the career development of the disabled.

In 2015, the system units of Yudean organized diversified communication and exchange activities with the community, social mass and media such as organiz-
ing the energy saving and environmental protection knowledge publicity, maintaining the electric appliance for residents in the community, inviting the community 
residents, social masses and media to visit the power plant and helping the lonely aged people in the community.

In 2015, The Youth league organizations at all levels of Yudean actively organized the activities to assist impoverished students, A total of 12 schools and 1183 
students were funded and RMB 233 thousand were donated to buy learning materials such as computers, book, and sports goods by Yudean so that the Company 
was praised by the local government and the public people.

Activities to assist impoverished students

Yudean Group 2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Outlook 2016

Key concerns Actions and Plans

Promote the democratic management and guarantee the legitimate rights and benefits of employees.

show care to the employees, strengthen the service for staff.

Focus on building a 
harmonious labor 
relationship

Establish the human resource management system adapting to the development of reform and 
development.

Promote the upgrading of staff’s education and training system, improve the management ability and 
technical level for special type of work.

Continue to expand the staff career development channels, to further optimize and improve  staff 
performance assessment system.

Strengthen the 
construction of staff 
team

Continue to carry out various forms of communication with the community, the public, the media, the 
community and concern the demands of other interested parties.

Organize diversified volunteers’ activities.

Specify the helping measures, implement precise helping, focus on practical results.

Focus on community

vigorously support 
public welfare activity

Donated RMB 

21.64million

exceeding 

RMB 100  million 
in total for poverty relief. 
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On-grid energy On-grid energy refers to the electric quantity input by the power plant to the grid, i.e. the electric quantity sold by the power plant to 
the grid. On-grid energy of general power plant = generating capacity-power consumption of the plant.

Power 
consumption 
rate of power 

plant

Power consumption rate of power plant refers to the percentage of power consumption of the plant and generating capacity during 
power generation process of the power plant. The power consumption of the plant generally includes the electric quantity consumed 
during plant equipment operation, lighting and official power consumption.

Standard coal 
consumption for 

power supply

Standard coal consumption for power supply (also known as coal consumption for power supply) refers to average standard coal 
quantity consumed when the thermal power plant provides kilowatt-hour (unit: g/KWH). It is one of the important indexes reflecting 
the economical efficiency of the thermal power generating set.

Equivalent 
Availability 

factor

The equivalent availability factor of the generating set = (available hours - equivalent unit derated hours)/calendar hours of reporting 
period×100%. It is one of the important indexes reflecting the reliability of the generating set.

Gas power 
generation

Gas power generation: gas refers to coal-bed methane with main component being methane. Gas power generation makes use of 
the gas pumped and discharged from coal mine as the fuel and adopts gas combined combustion technology to make gas explode 
in the cylinder to drive the operation of generator so as to generate electric energy. Gas power generation not only generates the 
electric energy in an efficient and clean manner but also improves safety production conditions of coal mine and avoids the contami-
nation of gas discharged directly to the air.

Desulfuration

Desulfuration refers to the gas desulfuration technology utilized by power plant to remove the sulfur dioxide in the smoke and gas 
so as to reduce the atmospheric pollution and reduce the generation of acid rain and damage on crops. The power plants of Yudean 
generally adopt wet desulfurization technology to remove the sulfur dioxide by the chemical reaction between limestone flour and 
sulfur dioxide in the smoke and gas and generate recyclable byproduct – gypsum.

IGCC

IGCC is short for Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle power generation system, which is an advanced power system combining 
the gasification technology with the high-efficient combined cycle. It consists of two parts namely gasification and purification and 
gas-steam combined cycle power generation, which can achieve high power generation efficiency and extremely good environmen-
tal protection performance, thus becoming a promising clean coal power generating technology.

Biomass power 
generation

Biomass power generation refers to a power generation technology which makes use of the biomass energy equipped by the 
biomass to convert the energy into electric energy, which includes direct combustion of forestry and agricultural residues for power 
generation, power generation based on gasification of forestry and agricultural residues, power generation based on waste 
incineration, power generation based on waste landfill gas and biogas power generation.

NOSA

NOSA is short for National Occupational Safety Association, which was established on April 11, 1951. The NOSA five-star manage-
ment system created by NOSA is a scientific and standardized occupational safety and health management system, which refers 
in particular to the enterprise safety, health, environmental management system. Currently this system is a widely recognized and 
adopted enterprise comprehensive safety risk management system in the world. The highest level is NOSCAR".

Installed 
capacity

Installed capacity refers to the rated effective power of generating set, which generally takes “KW” and “MW” as the unit. The larger 
the installed capacity is, the larger the generating capacity when the generating set is under full load operation will be achieved.

Generating 
capacity

Generating capacity refers to the electricity quantity generated during operation of generating set with the measurement unit of 
“KWH”, which is often referred to as “degree”.

Terms Interpretation

Terms Interpretation

Ultra-low 
emission

Near zero emission: deepen the optimization and improvement of the gas emission technology of coal-fired generating set to 
ensure that the emission concentration index of dust, sulfur dioxide and nitric oxide generated from the coal-fired generating sets 
after transformation can meet or is lower than the existing emission limit of gas emission.

Reclaimed 
water

Reclaimed water, also known as recycled water, refers to the water which can be used after the waste water or rainwater is properly 
treated and meets the quality index and a certain use requirement.

Direct power 
supply to large 

customers

Direct power supply to large customers refers to the power supply between the power generation enterprise and the large end users 
of power through direct trading, which is one of the key points and difficulties of China’s power industry reform. It aims to break the 
pattern of the exclusive sales of electricity by grid companies and introduce the competition mechanism at the side of power genera-
tion and sale of electricity, which is conducive to exploring and establishing a reasonable price formation mechanism of power 
transmission and distribution, and can promote the separation of transmission and distribution of grid, so as to facilitate the end 
users to enter the electricity market and promote the establishment of an open electricity market.

CDM

CDM is short for Clean Development Mechanism, which is one of the flexible performance mechanisms introduced in Kyoto 
Protocol. Its core content includes allowing the contracting parties (i.e. developed countries) and non-contracting parties (i.e. developing 
countries) to transfer and obtain the project-level emission reduction deduction and implement the greenhouse gas emission 
reduction project in developing countries.

Emission-con-
trolling 

enterprises

It refers to the enterprises of greenhouse gas emission that meet the carbon emission right trade standard of the competent 
departments of the government and with independent legal entity. 

MARPOL 73/78 
Convention

MARPOL 73/78 Convention is short for International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ship, 1973 as Modified by the 
Protocol of 1978. The Convention is prepared by International Maritime organization with a view to protecting the marine environ-
ment, which is an international convention concerning the safety requirements on prevention and limitation of ships and vessels to 
discharge oil and other harmful substances to pollute the sea.

BDI
BDI is short for Baltic Dry Index, which includes the conversion of trading volume of dry bulk in shipping industry. The index is 
derived from the weighted spot rate of several main international ship routes, which can reflect the situation of spot market and is 
one of the important economic indexes in international shipping industry.

CCER
CCER is short for Chinese Certified Emission Reduction, i.e. China’s CER. The emission reduction of project traded in domestic 
carbon emission exchange shall be verified by CCER standard system.

CER/VER

CER is short for Certification Emission Reduction, a special term in clean development mechanism, which refers to the greenhouse 
emission reductions granted by the Executive Council of the United Nations to the enterprises that implement clean development 
mechanism projects, which has been verified by appointed operation entity. The English full name of VER is “voluntary emission 
reduction, verify emission reduction”, an autonomous and public-interest and authenticable emission credit rate.

Denitration
Denitration refers to the gas denitration technology utilized by power plant to remove the nitric oxide in the smoke and gas so as to 
reduce the emission of nitric oxide to the atmosphere and reach the goal of reducing the atmospheric pollution and destruction of 
ecological environment.

Dust removal
Dust removal refers to a dust removal technology utilized by power plants to remove the particles such as dust in the smoke and 
gas so as to reduce the atmospheric pollution and reduce PM2.5 of atmosphere. At present, the power plants of Yudean adopt 
electrostatic dust collection, bag-type dust collection and wet dust removal methods.


